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SUMMARY

A simulation model of the Tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle and glyoxylate bypass has been
developed. The simulation model is capable of calculating the amount of a metabolite that
disappears each unit of time and the concentration of this metabolite. This simulation model
could function as a tool in finding the cause of an autonomous, sustained, metabolic oscillation
which is observed in a continuous culture of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae grown on
ethanol.

The simulation model consists ofthree different building blocks; a concentration block and a flux
block for every metabolite and a reaction block for every reaction of the TCA cycle and
glyoxylate bypass. In a concentration block the change in concentration of a metabolite is
calculated from the amount of this metabolite made each unit of time (referred to as flux;n) and
the amount that disappears each unit of time (referred to as fluxoul). The flux block calculates the
amount of fluxoul as the rate constant of the metabolite times the concentration of the metabolite.
A reaction block contains the stoichiometry of a reaction. The amount of flux which enters the
glyoxylate bypass is determined through a so-called flux distribution function in the
corresponding reaction block. This flux distribution function incorporates the negative feedback
of two metabolites.

With the building blocks it is possible to construct a simulation model of a cyclic pathway with
a bypass, which functions in a predictable way. It has been tested whether this simulation model
can be fitted to experimental data. The experimental data which was available was an oscillating
ethanol nux going into the cell, an oscillating acetate concentration and an oscillating CO2

evolution rate. A number of simulations have been done to test whether the simulation model
could reproduce the amplitude and the phase shift of the experimental data. The amplitude of the
simulated acetate concentration could be tuned to the experimental acetate concentration through
adjusting the rate constant. The phase shift between the experimental ethanol flux and the
experimental acetate concentration could not be simulated. This could indicate that this phase
shift is a result of the ethanol flux going into the cell. Adjusting the amplitude of the CO2

evolution rate is more difficult, since it depends not only on several fluxes, but also on the flux
distribution functions of the glyoxylate bypass and the ethanol input. To produce a correct
simulation of the CO2 evolution rate more experimental data is needed.
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GLOSSARY

Abbreviations
ADP Adenosine diphosphate
ATP Adenosine triphosphate
DCW dry cell weight
FADH2 Flavin adenine dinucleotide
NADH Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
TCA Tricarboxylic acid cycle

Metabolites of the Tricarboxylic acid cycle
ACE Acetate
ACO Acetyl-CoA
ADH Acetaldehyde
CIT Citrate
ETH Ethanol
GLD Glutamate
GLY Glyoxylate
ISO Isocitrate
KET a-Ketoglutarate
MAL Malate
OXA Oxaloacetate
PEP p-Enol-pyruvate
PYR Pyruvate
SUC Succinate

Constants
rWID wet cell weight divided by dry cell weight
V volume (dm3

)

f flux (mmoZos -Iodm::ll)

Subscripts
cell cell
ex extracellular
ferm fermenter

in
III intracellular
o out
raw unprepared data
tot total

-I
(gweI celiO g cell)



INTRODUCTION

The term yeast is a common name for a group of micro organisms which belong to the kingdom
of Fungi. Yeasts are used, for example, for baking and alcoholic fermentation and approximately
600 different species are known and classified to date [Barnett et al. 1990]. The name
Saccharomyces cerevisiae first appeared in 1838 when Meyen gave this name to a beer yeast. A
more accurate description including physiological charateristics ofSaccharomyces cerevisiae was
given by Hansen in 1883 [Lodder et al. 1967]. Nowadays it is known as baker's yeast and it can
be found in e.g., wines, beers, fruits, cheese, soft drinks, sugar cane, soil and also in human
beings and other mamme1s [Barnet et al. 1990]. Saccharomyces cerevisiae forms white or cream
colonies, is round to oval and measures 5-10 j..Ull.

The yeast cell contains various elements like a nucleus, mitochondria and vacuoles. In the
mitochondria the generation of energy takes place in the form of phosphorylation of ADP into
ATP. This is referred to as the respiratory chain. To convert ADP into ATP, O2 and NADH are
necessary. The production of this NADH is one of the major functions of the Tricarboxylic acid
(TCA) cycle. The TCA cycle, discoverd in 1937 by Krebs [Krebs 1940], together with the
glyoxylate bypass is shown in figure 1.1.'

, A description of biochemical terms used in this thesis is given in 'Nomenclatura'.
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Figure 1.1. TCA cycle and glyoxylate bypass. Metabolites of the TCA cycle and glyoxylate
bypass are shown in capitals and the metabolites of the drains in small letters.

The glyoxylate bypass, discovered in 1957 by Kornberg and Madsen [Kornberg et al. 1957], is
a shortcut in the TCA cycle and consists of the conversion of isocitrate into glyoxylate and
succinate and of the conversion of glyoxylate and acetyl-CoA into malate (for chemical reactions
see Appendix A).

The TCA cycle not only generates energy, but also provides intermediates which are used in
biomass formation. The drains which are used for this biosynthesis are the glutamate drain, the
nucleotides and amino acids drain from oxaloacetate and the lipids and amino acids drain from
acetyl-CoA. The pyruvate drain from malate and the p-enol-pyruvate drain from oxaloacetate
enter the gluconeogenesis, which also produces intermediates for biosynthesis. In order to
understand the functioning of the TCA cycle one has to look at the number of C-atoms of each
metabolite involved, which is shown in figure 1.2. For the sake of clearness the metabolites cis
aconitate, succinyl-CoA and fumarate are left out. First the TCA cycle is regarded without the
glyxoylate bypass and drains.
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Figure 1.2. TCA cycle without the glyoxylate bypass and drains. Between brackets the number
ofC-atoms ofeach metabolite is given.

Acetyl-CoA (2 C-atoms) enters the TCA cycle and reacts with oxaloacetate (4 C-atoms) into
citrate (6 C-atoms). Citrate is converted into isocitrate (6 C-atoms) without a change in the
number of C-atoms. Next, isocitrate is converted into a-ketoglutarate (5 C-atoms) and 1 CO2 is
produced. a-Ketoglutarate reacts to succinate (4 C-atoms) and again 1 CO2 molecule is produced.
Succinate is transformed into oxaloacetate (4 C-atoms) without a loss of C-atoms. Oxaloacetate
can react again with acetyl-CoA into citrate and in this way 1 mol of acetyl-CoA results in 1 mol
of oxaloacetate. The number of C-atoms of each metabolite in the TCA cycle indicates that the
two C-atoms from acetyl-CoA which enter the TCA cycle, compensate the two CO2 molecules
that are produced. As long as acetyl-CoA is available, the TCA cycle is able to keep on turning.

A problem arises for the TCA cycle when drains are attached to some metabolites. For example,
the glutamate drain from a-ketoglutarate, the pyruvate drain from malate and the p-enol-pyruvate
drain from oxaloacetate. Every C-atoms that leaves the TCA cycle through one of these drains
is not compensated. In this way 1 mol acetyl-CoA results no longer in 1 mol of oxaloacetate and
as a result the TCA cycle runs down and stops. To compensate for these losses in the TCA cycle,
a shortcut known as the glyoxylate bypass is present. Figure 1.3 shows the number of C-atoms
of the metabolites of the TCA cycle, of the metabolites of the glyoxylate bypass and of the drains.
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Figure 1.3. TCA cycle, glyoxylate bypass and three drains. Metabolites of the TCA cycle and
glyoxylate bypass are given in capitals and metabolites of the drains in small
letters. For every metabolite the number of C-atoms is given.

The functioning of the glyoxylate bypass can be clarified as follows. Suppose 1 mol isocitrate
is converted into 0.5 mol glyoxylate (2 C-atoms), 0.5 mol succinate (4 C-atoms), 0.5 mol a
ketoglutarate (5 C-atoms) and 0.5 mol of CO2, Assume 10% of a-ketoglutarate is converted into
glutamate. The remaining part of a-ketoglutarate forms 0.45 mol succinate. Assume that 0.5 mol
acetyl-CoA (2 C-atoms) is available to react with 0.5 mol glyoxylate (2 C-atoms) into 0.5 mol
malate (4 C-atoms). The total amount of malate being made is 1.45 mol. If the pyruvate drain and
the p-enol-pyruvate drain together use no more than 0.45 mol, then 1 mol oxaloacetate remains
to react with 1 mol acetyl-CoA into 1 mol citrate. Through controlling the amount of isocitrate
that converts into either glyoxylate and succinate or into a-ketoglutarate, the TCA cycle is able
to compensate for the losses of the drains.

SCOPE OF THIS THESIS

Under certain circumstances an autonomous, sustained, metabolic oscillation is observed in a
continuous culture of Saccharomyces cerevisiae when it is grown on glucose or ethanol medium.
This oscillation appears in a number of parameters e.g., the oxygen uptake rate, the ethanol
uptake rate (when grown on ethanol), the CO2 evolution rate, the dissolved oxygen tension and
the concentration of acetate. Until now little is known about such oscillations. A better
understanding of it could result in control of dynamic yeast processes. Nowadays yeast processes
are maintained in a steady state and they are already optimised to a high degree. Being able to
control dynamic yeast processes could enhance production and could form a new way to produce
special product, for example fine chemicals and drugs.
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So far the cause of the oscillation is unknown. A hypothesis is that this oscillation is caused by
a negative feedback mechanism. Such negative feedback mechanisms are abundant in the
metabolic pathways. For example, in the TCA cycle the concentration of malate and succinate
have a negative feedback on the conversion of isocitrate into glyoxylate and succinate. However,
this is not the only known feedback mechanism in the TCA cycle and glyoxylate bypass and there
are also negative feedbacks involved in the pathways leading towards and from the TCA cycle.
A simulation model of the TCA cycle and glyoxylate bypass could facilitate goal-directed
experiments to find the cause of the oscillation. The object of this thesis can therefore be
described as follows:

Develop a simulation model of the TeA cycle and glyoxylate bypass that
simulates concentrations and fluxes of the autonomous, sustained,
metabolic oscillation observed in a continuous culture of Saccharomyces
cerevisiae grown on ethanol.

OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS

First a literature review is given on the available biochemical computer programs in chapter 2.
To date several biochemical programs exist and it is checked whether they could form as a basis
for the simulation model described in this thesis. Since neither of the programs is able to handle
steady states and dynamic behaviour as well as calculate concentrations and fluxes at the same
time, none could serve as a basis. In chapter 3 the hypotheses on which the simulation model is
based are stated. Also a distinction is made between a chemical and a physical approach of the
simulation model. Furthermore, the three building blocks of the simulation model are described.
With these building blocks a simulation model of a simplified version of the TCA cycle is made
and the results of two simulations are discussed. In chapter 4 the simulation model of the
previous chapter is extended with several metabolites, with the glyoxylate bypass and with
several drains. Simulation results showed some deficiencies of the simulation model and possible
solutions for these deficiencies are investigated. In chapter 5 the simulation model is adjusted in
a way that it can handle experimental data and the experimental data is prepared. With the
simulation model and the experimental data several simulations have been done and the results
are discussed. In the last chapter conclusions and suggestions for future work are given.



LITERATURE REVIEW

A literature research has been done to find out whether there are computer programs available
which could serve as the basis for a simulation model. When a paper of a computer program was
found, it was checked whether the program could handle steady states as well as dynamic
behaviour of the system and whether it was able to calculate fluxes and concentrations of the
metabolites involved. First a short review of the field of biochemical computer programs will be
given after which several computer programs will be discussed.

2.1 REVIEW OF BIOCHEMICAL COMPUTER PROGRAMS

One of the pioneers on biochemical system simulation was Chance. In the 1940's he simulated
the behaviour of a simple enzyme system [Garfinkel et ai.1970]. By the end ofthe 1960's the use
of more powerful computers resulted in a machine-independent and biochemist-oriented
language, called BIOSSIM [Garfinkel et al. 1970, Mendes 1993]. At the same time a first step
towards a biochemical control theory was made by Higgins [Higgins 1965]. He presented a
theoretical method for determining the 'rate-limiting' reaction of a metabolic pathway. In the
following years several biochemical control theories were developed of which the most important
ones are 'Metabolic Control Analysis' [Kascer et ai. 1973, Heinrich et al. 1974, Westerhoff et
al. 1984, Burns et ai.1985, Fell et a1.1985, Sauro et al. 1987, Reder 1988, Brown et al. 1990,
Westerhoff et al. 1991, review articles: Kell et ai. 1986, Fell 1992, Cornish-Bowden 1995] and
'Biochemical System Theory' [Savageau 1969, 1976, 1990]. A number of simulation programs
are written of which several are based on one of these theories.
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2.1.1· COMPUTER PROGRAMS BASED ON METABOLIC CONTROL
ANALYSIS

Metabolic Control Analysis (MCA) is a small signal analysis method to determine the rate
limiting reaction or control site of a metabolic pathway. The most important features in MCA are
the control coefficients. They describe how a variable, such as a metabolic flux or the
concentration of a metabolite, responds to a small variation of a parameter, usually an enzyme
concentration. Another important feature is called the elasticity coefficient. An elasticity
coefficient represents the kinetics of an individual enzyme. A number of simulation programs
are made based on MCA e.g., MetaCon [Thomas et al.1993], MetaModel [Cornish-Bowden et
al. 1991], SCAMP [Sauro et al. 1991], CONTROL [Letellier 1991], a program developed by
Schulz [Schulz 1991] and GEPASI [Mendes 1993].

With MetaCon, the control coefficients of a pathway can be evaluated. The reaction scheme is
the only required input. In this program the combination of alfa-numerical and numerical
information can be incorporated into a model. Depending on the particular system being
investigated, and the amount of data available, the control coefficients may evaluate to a number,
or may be expressed as polynomials containing enzyme kinetic constants, equilibrium constants,
reaction fluxes etc.

With MetaModel steady state fluxes and concentrations can be calculated if all rate equations,
initial concentrations, ~ and 'fua)( values are known. With this calculated steady state an
elasticity and control coefficients matrix is obtained to analyse the control structure of the
metabolic pathway in question.

SCAMP can handle reaction schemes of any complexity, including conserved cycles. It is capable
of steady state analysis and time-dependent analysis (time-dependent movement between states).
The required inputs are rate equations,~ and vrna)( values and initial concentrations.

CONTROL is able to calculate control coefficients from elasticity coefficients of any metabolic
pathway. However, it does not calculate steady states. The program is based on a method
developed by Reder [Reder 1988].

The computer program made by Schulz derives control coefficients for linear and branched
metabolic pathways. The skeleton of the pathway, the number of metabolites involved and the
effect of each metabolite on each enzyme of the system (the elasticity coefficient) form the inputs
of the program. The appropriate equations are expressed in matrix form. The program
accommodates unlimited feedforward and feedbackward loops and a maximum of two branches
from each metabolite on the main pathway.

GEPASI calculates steady states and trajectories of metabolite concentrations for any system
consisting of maximal 45 metabolite and 45 reactions. With a steady state, elasticity and control
coefficients can be calculated. Inputs are the reaction scheme and type of enzyme kinetics with
rate constants.
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2.1.2 COMPUTER PROGRAMS BASED ON BIOCHEMICAL SYSTEMS
THEORY

9

Biochemical Systems Theory (BST) is based on the fact that biochemical systems are highly non
linear. The starting point of BST is the rate law, from which the following expression is derived:

n

[XJ = a
i
II [Xjlg,j
j=\

with [XJ =concentration of metabolite Xi;
lXi' Pi = rate constants;
gij' hij =kinetic order of the reaction.

n

- PiII [XlI}
. \ JJ=

(2-1)

The first term of equation (2-1) represents the net synthesis of Xi and the second term takes the
degradation of Xi into account.

There is one computer program available for BST, named ESSYNS (Evaluation and Simulation
of SYNergistic Systems). It calculates dynamic solutions for complex systems containing up to
25 simultaneous non-linear ordinary differential equations. No further information was available
on this program.

2.1.3 OTHER COMPUTER PROGRAMS

So far, one simulation program has been found which is not directly related to either MCA or
BST. This simulation program [Regan et a1.1993] offers a visual programming environment for
the flux analysis of metabolic pathways.

The simulation program contains several icons representing different kind of chemical reactions.
To form a pathway the necessary icons, with stoichiometries, need to be connected with each
other. To be able to calculate the pathway fluxes, comprehensive measurements of substrates,
biomass and of individual excreted metabolites have to be made as they serve as inputs to the
program as well.

2.2 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The computer programs based on MCA and BST almost all require as inputs at least rate
constants, often completed with enzyme kinetics such as ~ and vrnalt values. Exceptio'ns are
CONTROL and the program made by Schulz, because they use elasticity coefficients of MCA
as inputs. The program made by Regan et al. is the only one for which no measurements of rate
constants, K". or vrnax are needed. This program, however, needs measurements of substrates,
biomass and of individual excreted metabolites. It's main goal is to calculate pathway fluxes
whereas the main purpose of the other programs is to reveal the control sites of a pathway
through calculation of specific MCA features.
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All programs, except the one of Regan et aI., are based on a chemical approach of the
biochemical system, for which enzyme kinetics and rate constants need to be known. Neither of
the programs described above is able to handle steady states and dynamic behaviour and at the
same time calculate fluxes and concentrations. For these reasons, none of the above mentioned
programs will be used.



PRINCIPAL ASPECTS OF THE SIMULATION MODEL

3.1 INTRODUCTION

A simulation model of the TeA cycle and glyoxylate bypass can be based on either a chemical
or a physical description of the processes involved. Whether the physical description is valid
depends on the time constant of the chemical reactions with respect to the time constant of the
real process. In the first paragraph the chemical and physical description will be discussed and
one of them is taken as a basis for the simulation model. In the following sections the hypotheses
are stated and a description of the building blocks of the simulation model are given. Finally a
simulation model of a simplified version of the TCA cycle is made to test the building blocks and
to investigate whether the simulation model satifies the hypotheses.

3.2 A CHEMICAL OR A PHYSICAL APPROACH?

The concentrations of the metabolites in the reactions of the TCA cycle and the rate constants
can be written as a set of coupled differential equations. For example, assume the reversible
reaction of metabolite A and B:

k
A ~ B

*-2

with k 1 = rate constant of the conversion of A into B;
k2 =rate constant of the conversion of B into A.
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This reaction scheme can be written as two differential equations in the following way:

d[A]
=

dt
d[B]

dt

- k( [A] + k2 [B] (3-1A)

(3-1B)

with [A] = concentration of metabolite A (mol-dm-3
);

[B] = concentration of metabolite B (mol-dm-3
);

k
1

, k
2

in 5-1
•

In the chemical description it is assumed that equations (3-IA) and (3-1B) determine the kinetics
of the system, and therefore the rate constants k I and k2 must be known. When this chemical
description is used to make a simulation model of the TeA cycle and glyoxylate bypass a
practical problem arises: not all rate constants of the TeA cycle and glyoxylate bypass of
Saccharomyces cerevisiae are known to date.

The TCA cycle and glyoxylate bypass can also be seen from a physical point of view. In this case
it is assumed that all chemical reactions occur instantaneously. The dynamics of the system are
determined by processes such as inhibitions, the supply or removal of products, or the diffusion
of metabolites between the different organelles of the cell or between the cell and the
environment.

The amount of a metabolite A that is present in a cell, Q (unit mol), is defined as follows:

Q(t) = [A(t)] -V(t)

with [A] =concentration of metabolite A (mol-dm'3);

V = volume (dm-3).

(3-2)

The volume in this equation is the volume of one yeast cell. The change in the amount Q of
metabolite A depends on how much of A is made per unit time (referred to as flux in Cf;, unit
moh' l» and how much disappears per unit time (referred to as flux out (1

0
, unit mol-s· I»:

dQ(t) = !(t) - E (t) (3-3)
dt I J o

When equations (3-2) and (3-3) are combined, the following expression results:

d[A(t)] !;(t) - !P)
=

dt Vet)

For the solution of equation (3-4) the cell volume, J;(t) and /;/t) need to be known.

(3-4)

As stated before, whether the physical description can be used instead of the chemical
description depends on the time constant of the chemical reactions involved with respect to the
time constant of the real process. Only when the chemical time constant is smaller than the time
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constant of the experiments, it is valid to use the physical description instead of the chemical
description. The time constant of the chemical processes is determined by the smallest rate
constant of the TCA cycle and glyoxylate bypass. It is difficult to determine this value since not
all rate constants are known. The time constant of the real process is of the order of magnitude
of 40 minutes, the period of oscillation. The fact that not all rate constants are known and it
would take a lot of time to determine them is the main reason to choose for the physical approach
at this moment. Note that the chemical description approaches the physical description for high
values of the rate constants k j •

3.3 HYPOTHESES

The simulation model of the TCA cycle and glyoxylate bypass is based on several hypotheses.
The first six hypotheses are related to biochemistry, whereas hypotheses 7, 8 and 9 are made to
facilitate the simulation model.

HI. The yeast cell is assumed to have a constant volume, containing a constant amount of
liquid.

H2. The concentrations of all metabolites are homogeneously distributed over the cell volume.
H3. The bioreactor, containing the continuous culture of yeast cells, is a continuous stirred

bioreactor. This means that chemical substances which are in the reactor or added to the
bioreactor, as well as the yeast cells, are homogeneously distributed over the bioreactor.

H4. All cells are assumed to be synchronised. This means they all respond at the same time with
the same reaction towards a disturbance of any kind1.

H5. There is no other carbon source available for the TCA cycle than ethanol.
H6. Only the carbon balance is taken into account.
H7. The concentration ofa metabolite has a maximum value. This maximum value, however,

has no physiological meaning.
H8. The flux from one metabolite to the next depends on the concentration of the first

metabolite2
•

H9. When all concentrations are at the maximum level, the amount of metabolite made per unit
of time should be the same as the amount that disappears per unit of time. In this case a
change in the ethanol flux causes all fluxes to change accordingly. In other words, the speed
or conversion rate at which the TCA cycle turns can be changed.

Furthermore the following should be considered.
1. In the reaction 'A + B .... C' as much of metabolite C is made as the minimum available

amount of metabolite A and metabolite B. When the concentrations of either metabolite A
or B reach zero no metabolite C is made.

2. To avoid estimating the maximum concentration of each metabolite, these variables are
normalised. The maximum value is chosen one.

J Not the life cycle of the yeast cells is synchronised but the metabolic breakdown of ethanol is
synchronised.

2 In §3.5.3 this hypotheses will be rewritten as:"The maximum possible flux from one
metabolite to the next depends on the concentration of the first metabolite".
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3.4 TCA CYCLE AND GLYOXYLATE BYPASS

A closer look at the TCA cycle and glyoxylate bypass in figure 1.1 in chapter 1 shows that there
are certain metabolites which have a biological meaning but can be omitted from a simulation
model. These metabolites, cis-aeonitate, suecinyl-CoA and fumarate, form intermediate steps in
which the number of carbon atoms is constant. Furthermore, they are assumed to have no
feedforward or feedback on any of the reactions occurring in the TCA cycle. They would only
cause a delay in the chemical approach, but this is not relevant in the physical approach this
simulation model is based on. Therefore they can easily be excluded from the simulation model.
Since only carbon fluxes are taken into account, NADH and FADH2 are omitted too. Figure 3.1
shows the TCA cycle, glyoxylate bypass and drains on which the simulation model is based.
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pyruvate nucleorid... \

C..... amino ocids \,~_._.

CO O""-·--"''-----.~:." ./ /\'>'~.
OXALOACETATE "-,P! ~,-\CITRATE

" ,

I I \
MALATE i // GLYOXYLATE l_____~-'~~-_ .._-- c~--;=---.)ISOCITRATE
c...------ '\ /' ~Pyruvate // / ----.'J CO2

\ / /
\~ / ctf!.-KETOGLUTARATE

(~------_/~~
SUCCINATE \.. ~

°CO] Glutamate

Figure 3.1. The metabolites of the TCA cycle, glyoxylate bypass and drains which are
incorporated in the simulation model. The metabolites of the TCA cycle and
glyoxylate bypass are shown in capitals and the metabolites of the drains in small
letters.

3.5 BUILDING BLOCKS OF THE SIMULATION MODEL

The simulation model is composed of three different building blocks. These three blocks are a
concentration block, a flux block and a reaction block. The blocks will be discussed in detail in
the following three sections. The inputs and outputs of each block can be divided into two
groups. The first group consists of flux signals, represented as flux lines. Over these lines an
amount of molecules is transported each unit of time. The second group exists of information
signals, referred to as information lines. As the name reveals, they transport information about
the status of the parameter.
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3.5.1 CONCENTRATION BLOCK
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In the simulation model the concentration of each metabolite can be seen as the content of a
vessel of volume V with a minimum and a maximum level. This content (unit mol·dm-3

) exists
of molecules of the metabolite in question. The concentration of a metabolite depends on the
amount of flux (unit mol's- I

) flowing into the vessel, h, and the amount of flux flowing out of
the vessel, f

o
I. The vessel is mathematically represented as a limited integrator with an upper and

a lower bound, with the upper bound equal to the maximum concentration level and the lower
bound equal to zero.

The concentration block of metabolite A, like all metabolites, is implemented in Simulink as a
S-function. It contains the following expressions:

if { [A(t)]~ 0 and (1;(t) - 1;/t» < O} or {[A(t)]~ [A]max and (1;(t) - 1;J(t» > O}
d[A(t)]/dt =0

else d[A(t)]/dt =I;(t) - 1;}(t)
end

with [A]max =maximum concentration of metabolite A.

A figure together with a complete listing of the concentration block is given in appendix B.

3.5.2 FLUX BLOCK

As stated before in hypothesis H8, the flux from one metabolite to the next depends on the
concentration of the first. The flux 1;} of metabolite A is linked to I; and the concentration of A
in the following way. If h is zero and the concentration of metabolite A is zero, f o should be
zero. When the concentration of A is between zero and maximum level, f o should also be
between zero and the maximum level. If h is greater than zero and the concentration of
metabolite A is at the maximum level, to should be equal to 1;. These situations are summarized
in the following expressions:

.f =0 }
[A]=O fo=O

o < [A] < [A]max -+ 0 < to < max to

(3-5A)

(3-5B)

(3-5C)

'All fluxes in the simulation model have the unit of mol·s· l instead ofe-mol·s· 1 (if metabolite
A has 5 C-atoms then 1 mol of A is equal to 5 C-mol of A)..Although the option to write fluxes in C
mol's- ' is often used in biochemistry, it is not chosen for this simulation model. Writing fluxes in units
of C-mol-s- l makes it more difficult to compare the fluxes; one has to know the number of C-atoms of
every metabolite to be able to compare the fluxes quantitatively.
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The first two expressions and the facts that fo depends on the concentration and that all
concentrations have a maximum level of one, lead to the following equation for F :J o

fA (t) = [A](t)
o,max [A]

max
(3-6)

In equation (3-6) f o is replaced by fo,max I, because equation (3-6) determines the maximum
amount of metabolite A that can take part in a reaction. That is, fo,max depends on the fact
whether another metabolite takes part in the reaction and how much of this metabolite is
available, how much is used of metabolite A. Therefore, equation (3-6) sets the upper limit for
the amount of metabolite A that can be used in a reaction. Because of equation (3-6) hypothesis
H8 has to be rewritten as:"The maximum possible flux from one metabolite to the next depends
on the concentration of the first metabolite".

With equation (3-6) fa,max is normalised between zero and one. The flux block is also
implemented in Simulink as a S-function and a figure together with the listing is given in
appendix B.

3.5.3 REACTION BLOCK

The stoichiometry of every reaction occurring in the TeA cycle and glyoxylate bypass is
embedded in a so-called reaction block. First, the principals of the reaction block will be
explained. Next, judging from these principals, the inputs and outputs of the block will be
determined.

The reaction block 'A + B - C' determines how many molecules of metabolite A and metabolite
B have to be put together to make metabolite C. Assume the following pathway in which
metabolite A and B react into metabolite C and C is subsequently converted into metabolite D.

A+B-C-D

As much C is made as the minimum available amount of A and B. When there is enough A and
B available to make C, it has to be checked whether the concentration of C is at the maximum
level. If the concentration of C is not at the maximum level, A and B can be converted into C.
If the concentration of C is at the maximum level, the amount of C being made depends on the
amount of C being converted into D, because in this case /;c has to be less or equal to fo

c , It may
occur that enough A and B is available to make C, but C is not converted into D and therefore
no C is made from A and B. Table 3.1 gives a summary of these situations.

I 'Max 1,,' used in expression (3-5B) and 'fo,max' used in equation (3-6) are not synonymous.
The term 'max + ' refers to the maximum level F can reach. This maximum level of F depends onJ o J o J()
[Almax in this case. On the other hand, 'fo,max' is the maximum possible 1" of a metabolite vessel and
depends on the concentration of this metabolite instead of on the maximum concentration.
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flux line

Table 3.1. The workin!? ofreaction block 'A + B -+ C' as a part ofthe pathway 'A + B -+ C -+ D '.

available -I available [C] II a~ount of C I amount of C
amount amount (mol-dm-3

) converted i made from A
of A of B I into D i and B

(mo!-s-I) _ (mol-s- l
)1- _+ (mol-s-I) I (mo!-s-I)------\------, --- , ---,----I- --

0.1 I 0.3 I <[C]max don t care - 0.1
- I

0.2 I 0.1 <[C]max don't care I 0.1

0.75 I 0.75 =[C]max 0.5 1 0.5

The first four columns of table 3.1 are inputs of the reaction block. The last column is an output.
The remaining inputs and outputs of the reaction block are defined next.

Metabolite A and B first offer their maximum available amount of 1,) , referred to as h~max and
h)~max' to the reaction block. The reaction block determines how much of A and B is actually
needed and a signal with this information, referred to as h~ and loB, is returned to metabolite A
and B. Then the exact amount of A and B that will convert into C is send to the reaction block.
As a result h~ and h)B are added to the reaction block, both as input and output.

Table 3.2 contains the inputs and outputs of reaction block 'A + B -+ C' and displays whether
it is an information or a flux line.

Table 3.2. Inputs and outputs ofreaction block 'A + B -+ C'.
A I.h). max__I_mp~ informat_~on line_

h)Bmax I input information line-'---r- ------
[C] -1--' input information line

---- -------------

_ h)c_1 in~inf~rm~tion line

It' I input flux line

i output information lin~---j---
h)B ~input fl_u_x_l_in_e__---i

_ ! output information line

/;c I output

In general, each metabolite taking part in the reaction has two inputs and one output within the
reaction block. A figure of the reaction block together with the listing is given in appendix B.

-The flux block and concentration block together have to provide the inputs for the reaction block,
whereas the reaction block has to provide the inputs for the concentration block and flux block.
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3.6 SIMULATION MODEL OF A SIMPLIFIED VERSION OF THE TCA
CYCLE

In order to study the behaviour of the building blocks described in §3.5, first a simplified version
of the TCA cycle is considered. In this simplified version, shown in figure 3.2, the following
reactions are taken into account:

ethanol -- acetyl-CoA
acetyl-CoA + malate -+ citrate
citrate -+ a -ketoglutarate + CO2

a -ketoglutarate .... malate + CO2

This model contains no drains and the glyoxylate bypass is omitted.

?ETHANOL

~CETYL-COA
"

"

~ .....>=---_.._,
//"4:2',CITRATE

/ \
I \

MALATE !~ \
\ / "-~C'CO! - 2

(1'--\ //
CO 2 "'- /

---_---0lX-KETOGLUTARATE

Figure 3.2. Simplified version of the TCA cycle.

(3-7A)
(3-7B)
(3-7C)
(3-7D)

For every metabolite of the simplified TCA cycle a concentration block and a flux block are
made and put together in a metabolite block. For example, the concentration and flux block of
acetyl-CoA are embedded in the metabolite block named "ACO". Each reaction has it's own
reaction block. For example, the reaction block 'ACO+MAL-+CIT' performs the reaction 'acetyl
CoA + malate .... citrate' (equation (3-7B». Figure 3.3 shows a block diagram of the simulation
model of the simplified version of the TCA cycle. Note that the amount of CO2 being made is
equal to the amount of a-ketoglutarate respectively malate that is made, since the simulation
model is on a mole base in stead of on a C-mole base. With this simulation model a number of
simulations have been done of which two will be discussed.
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Figure 3.3. Block diagram ofthe simulation model ofthe simplified version ofthe TCA cycle.
f~max = maximum possible f o ofmetabolite X;
f; =f o ofmetabolite X;
j/ =J; ofmetabolite X;

=flux line;
=infonnation line;

[X] =concentration ofmetabolite X.
The concentration block and the}lux block ofevery metabolite are embedded in
a metabolite block, indicated by 3 letters:
ETH =ethanol;
ACO =acetyl-CoA;
CIT = citrate;
KET = «-ketoglutarate;
MAL = malate.

Simulation 1 shows the correct working of the reaction block named "ACO + MAL - CIT". The
initial concentration of acetyl-CoA is chosen zero, while the other concentrations are chosen
arbitrary. The ethanol input is zero for Os<t<7s, from t=7s until t=17s it increases to one and at
t=17s it decreases again and reaches zero at t=275. The total simulation time is 30s. What is to
be expected is that at the moment the acetyl-CoA concentration reaches zero, no citrate is made·
regardless the concentration of malate. Also, when both acetyl-CoA and malate are available, as
much citrate is made as the minimum available amount of acetyl-CoA and malate. The results
are shown in figure 3.4. Both expectations are met in simulation 1. Between t=4s and t=7s there
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is no acetyl-CoA available and therefore no citrate is made. From t=13s until t=22s enough
acetyl-CoA is available but malate is the limiting factor. So in this case malate determines the
amount of citrate being made.

1.0

~ 0.5

0.0

1.0 1.0

0 0
~ 0.5 ~ 0.5

0.0 0.0
1.0 1.0

f- f-o 0.5 o 0.5

0.0 0.0

1.0 1.0

f- f-
~ 0.5 ~ 0.5

..J ..J
~ 0.5 ~ 0.5

0.0 0.0 r-==r=-'-----'----'---'-----1

o 5 10 15 20 25 30 0 5 10 15 20 25 30

time (s) time (5)

0.0 0.0 1-'-----=;='----,-----.----,---,-----1

1.0 1.0

Figure 3.4. Results ofsimulation 1.
Graphs in left column, solid line: concentration ofeach metabolite (mol- dm :;11)'
Graphs in right column, solid line: h ofevery metabolite; dotted line: f o ofevery
metabolite (mol' s -I. dm :;11)'

Simulation 2 shows that when all concentrations have reached the maximum level and the
ethanol input is changed, the conversion rate of the TCA cycle is changed. This means all fluxes
change according to the changes of the ethanol flux. To make the concentrations increase to the
maximum level an extra source of either citrate, a-ketoglutarate or malate should be available.
This is a result of the fact that there are no drains and there is no other source available for the
TCA cycle than ethanol, causing the summation of the concentrations of citrate, a-ketoglutarate
and malate to be constant throughout a simulation I. The ethanol input is 0.5 from t=Os until
t=lls. From t=lls until t=18s it increases to one and remains at this level until t=24s. From t=24s

1 This can be explained as follows. Since there are no drains in this simplified version of the
TCA cycle, ethanol (CZH60) is used to cover the losses caused by 2COzin the cycle (see figure 3.2).
Since the TCA cycle is cyclical, preventing malate to accumulate, this leads to the summation of the
concentrations of citrate, a-ketoglutarate and malate being constant throughout a simulation.
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it decreases to 0.5. Between t=16s and t=23s an extra citrate source is available. The initial
concentrations are the same as in simulation 1 and the total simulatio~ time is 35s. The results
are depicted in figure 3.5. The results show indeed that when all concentrations are at the
maximum level a change of the ethanol output is followed by the same change in the other
fluxes.

1.0

~
./ ~

0.5 ...... :

0.0

1.0 1.0

0 0u 0.5 u 0.5
< -<

0.0 0.0
1.0

v J
1.0

t: 0.5 t::: 0.5u u

0.0 0.0
1.0 1.0

~ tiJ(.LJ 0.5 0.5
::.G ~

0.0 0.0

1.0 1.0

...J .....J
< 0.5 -< 0.5::; 2:

0.0 0.0

0 7 14 21 28 35 a 7 14 21 28 35
time (5) time (s)

Figure 3.5. Results ofsimulation 2.
Graphs in left column. solid line: concentration ofeach metabolite (mol' dm~:[[).
Graphs in right column, solid line: 1; ofevery metabolite; dotted line: f() ofevery
metabolite (mol' s -1. dm ~:ll)'

3.7 CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter the building blocks of the simulation model are described and tested. The most
important requirements for the simulation model are that it can represent a cyclical pathway, that J;,
is equal to 1; when all concentrations reach the maximum level and that it can represent chemical
reactions like one mole of metabolite A and one mole of metabolite B convert into one mole of
metabolite C. Simulations done with asimulation model of a simplified version of the TCA cycle
show that it satisfies all the above mentioned requirements.



SIMULATION MODEL OF THE TCA CYCLE
AND GLYOXYLATE BYPASS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The simulation model which was described in chapter 3, will be extended with the glyoxylate
bypass, drains and several metabolites and reactions. With this extended simulation model a
number of simulations will be done. From these simulations several problems arise, which will
be dealt with in this chapter.

4.2 EXTENSION OF THE SIMULATION MODEL

The metabolites of the TCA cycle and glyoxylate bypass which will be incorporated into the
extended simulation model (from now on referred to as 'simulation model') are shown in figure
3.1 in §3.4. The following reactions take place in this simulation model.

ethanol - acetaldehyde
acetaldehyde - acetate
acetate - acetyl-CoA

TCA cycle: acetyl-CoA + oxaloacetate - citrate
citrate - isocitrate
isocitrate - a-ketoglutarate + CO2

IX -ketoglutarate - succinate + CO2

succinate - malate
malate - oxaloacetate

Glyoxylate bypass: isocitrate - glyoxylate + succinate
acetyl-CoA + glyoxylate - malate

(4-1A)
(4-1B)
(4-1C)

(4-1D)
(4-1E)
(4-1F)
(4-1G)
(4-1H)
(4-1I)

(4-2A)
(4-2B)
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Drains: acetyl-CoA -+ lipids + amino acids
a -ketoglutarate -+ glutamate
malate .... pyruvate
oxaloacetate p-enol-pyruvate
oxaloacetate nucleotides + amino acids.

(4-3A)
(4-3B)
(4-3C)
(4-3D)

The extension of the simulation model consists of three parts:
a. Adding the metabolites isocitrate, succinate, oxaloacetate, acetaldehyde and acetate I.

b. Adding the glyoxylate bypass (4-2A and 4-2B). This means that isocitrate can be converted
not only into a-ketoglutarate, as a part of the TCA cycle, but also into glyoxylate and
succinate as a part of the glyoxylate bypass. Acetyl-CoA can react with glyoxylate to make
malate as a part of the glyoxylate bypass, or react with oxaloacetate to form citrate in the
TCAcycle.

c. Adding drains; the glutamate drain from a-ketoglutarate (4-3B), the pyruvate drain from
malate (4-3C), the p-enol-pyruvate and nucleotides and amino acids drains from
oxaloacetate (4-30 and 4-3E) and the lipids and amino acids drain from acetyl-CoA (4
3A).

Although every reaction in the TCA cycle and glyoxylate bypass has it's own enzyme to control
the reaction, only seven of them are taken into account in this simulation model. Enzymes which
are incorporated into the simulation model have a simple function; they are used as a switch to
put the reaction they catalise on or off. The enzymes of reaction (4-1 A) until (4-1 I) are omitted,
because there is no need to switch these reactions on or off. The reactions of the glyoxylate
bypass «4-2A) and (4-2B)) and the reactions which fonn products of the TCA cycle «4-3A) until
(4-3E)) are assumed to be enzyme catalysed reactions, which can be turned on or off by their
enzymes. These enzyme catalysed reactions together with the enzymes are listed in table 4.1.

enzymereaction

Table 4.1. Enzyme catalysed reactions with the correspondinR enzymes.
I
I

isocitrate .... glyoxylate + succinate isocitrate lyase

acetyl-CoA + glyoxylate .... malate malate synthase

acetyl-CoA .... lipids + amino acids acetyl-CoA carboxylase

a-ketoglutarate .... glutamate glutamate dehydrogenase

malate -+ pyruvate malate dehydrogenases

oxaloaceatate -+ p-enol-pyruvate phosphorpyruvate carboxylase

oxaloacetate -+ nucleotides + amino acids aspartate transaminase

IThis is still not a complete model of the TCA cycle since not all metabolites of the TCA cycle
are incorporated (see §3.4).
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For the metabolites isocitrate, succinate, oxaloacetate, acetaldehyde and acetate a concentration
and a tlux block are made. These concentration and flux blocks are exactly the same as described
in §3.5.1 and §3.5.2 respectively. For each metabolite the concentration block and flux block are
put together in a metabolite block, named after the metabolite. The reaction blocks for the
reactions (4-1A-I) and (4-2A,B) are also similar to the one described in §3.5.3.

4.2.1 GLYOXYLATE BYPASS

To implement the glyoxylate bypass in the TCA cycle one additional metabolite needs to be
incorporated: glyoxylate. The concentration and flux block of glyoxylate are again exactly the
same as the other concentration and flux blocks. To add the reactions of the glyoxylate bypass:

isocitrate .... glyoxylate + succinate
acetyl-eoA + glyoxylate -+ malate

(4-2A)
(4-2B)

two reaction blocks need to be altered. The reaction block which represents the conversion of
isocitrate into ex-ketoglutarate is extended with reaction (4-2A). For this a so-called 'flux
distribution' needs to be implemented. This flux distribution determines how much isocitrate is
turned into ex-ketoglutarate and how much isocitrate is used to form glyoxylate and succinate.
First of all this flux distribution is influenced by the enzyme isocitrate lyase. In the simulation
model described here, the effect of isocitrate lyase is kept simple; it is either abundant or not
available at all. Only when this enzyme is present isocitrate can be converted into glyoxlyate and
succinate. Secondly, the concentration of both succinate and malate have a negative feedback on
the conversion from isocitrate into glyoxylate and succinate. Up to now it is only known that
these concentrations have a negative feedback, but it is not known how this feedback depends
on the concentrations of both metabolites. Another condition for the flux distributrion is that is
has to be gradual.

From the functions which could serve as a flux distribution function, equation (4-4) is chosen.
This function depends on two variables and shows a smooth change in the flux distribution when
the concentration of malate and succinate change, as shown in figure 4.1.

a - (1 - [sue] ).( 1_ [mal] )
[sue]max [mal] max

with [suc]max:: maximum concentration of succinate;
[mal]max = maximum concentration of malate.

(4-4)
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Figure 4.1. The flux distribution function; multiplier a as a function of the concentration of
malate and succinate.

The factor 'a' in equation (4-4) is the fraction of f:':nax which is available for the glyoxylate
bypass. When both concentrations of malate and succinate are zero, isocitrate is converted
completely into glyoxylate and succinate. When the concentrations of malate and succinate are
at the maximum level, isocitrate is completely converted into a-ketoglutarate. Between these two
bounds there is a gradual transition. The flux distribution from isocitrate is summarized in table
4.2. The last column indicates the state of the glyoxylate bypass.

f/ y =.f of/?lyoxylate; .a Y =f. of/?lyoxylate.
I

[gly] [sue] [mal] I [isocitrate lyase] glyoxylate
I bypassI

don't care =[suc]max don't care don't care off

don't care don't care =[mal]max don't care off

don't care don't care don't care 0 off

<[gIY]max <[suc]max <[mal]max I on

=[gIY]max <[suc]max <[mal]max I on and
f/ 1y ~fllY

Table 4.2. Summary of the flux distribution from isocitrate.
I I

The last row of table 4.2 shows the situation in which the glyoxylate concentration is at the
maximum level. In this case the amount of glyoxylate made per second (f/Y ) has to be equal
to or smaller than the amount of glyoxylate that disappears per second (fly).
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The reaction block which contains the formation of citrate out of acetyl-CoA and oxaloacetate
_ is_~)(tended with reaction (4-2B):

acetyl-CoA + oxaloacetate -+ citrate
acetyl-CoA + glyoxylate .... malate

(4-10)
(4-2B)

In this block there is a flux distribution from acetyl-CoA to either citrate or malate. The enzyme
malate synthase which is neccesary for the conversion of acetyl-CoA and glyoxylate into malate
is assumed to be available or not, like the enzyme citrate lyase. Because no feedback works on
either reactions (4-1D) and (4-2B), the flux distribution of acetyl-CoA can be chosen rather
arbitrary. Taking into account the purpose of the glyoxylate bypass as a method for the cell to
compensate for losses caused by drains, it might be a good choice to give priority to the
conversion of acetyl-CoA and glyoxylate into malate. In this way malate is produced, not only
from succinate but also from acetyl-CoA and glyoxylate, which results in more oxaloacetate. If
the conversion of acetyl-CoA and oxaloacetate into citrate would have priority, the concentration
of oxaloacetate would drop rather fast when sufficient acetyl-CoA is available (simulation data
not shown). It would stay low, because as soon as it is available, it reacts with acetyl-CoA into
citrate. This causes acetyl-CoA to accumulate. In this way there is no balance between the
concentration of acetyl-CoA and oxaloacetate. Therefore, the flux distribution in this part of the
glyoxylate bypass is chosen to favour the formation of malate out of acetyl-CoA and glyoxylate
instead of the conversion of acetyl-CoA and oxaloacetate into citrate.

4.2.2 DRAINS

The drains which have to be added to the simulation model are:

a. lipids and amino acids drain from acetyl-eoA (4-3A);
b. glutamate drain based on the reaction: a-ketoglutarate -+ glutamate (4-3B);
c. pyruvate drain, based on the reaction: malate -+ pyruvate (4-3C);
d. p-enol-pyruvate drain, based on the reaction: oxaloacetate -+ p-enol-pyruvate (4-30);
e. nucleotides and amino acids drain from oxaloacetate (4-3E).

The concentration of glutamate, pyruvate and p-enol-pyruvate are incorporated in concentration
blocks. Reaction (4-3B) is implemented in the reaction block which contains the conversion of
a-ketoglutarate into succinate. Reaction (4-3C) is added to the reaction block which represents
the formation of malate into oxaloacetate. Reactions (4-3D), (4-3E) and (4-3A) are implemented
in the reaction block which contains the second part of the glyoxylate bypass (reactions (4-2B)
and (4-10». The magnitude of all drains is a fixed percentage of the maximum available flux.
These fixed percentages are based on the fluxes as calculated by Cortassa et al. [Cortassa et al.
1995], see table 4.3. A block diagram of the simulation model and the listing of the reaction
block which contains the reactions (4-1D), (4-2B), (4-3A), (4-3D) and (4-3E) are given in
appendix C.
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Table 4.3. Magnitudes ofthe drains according to Cortassa et al. as a percentage ofthe ethanol
flux input.

drain attached to hdrain

(% of h eth
)

amino acids, lipids acetyl-CoA 8.8

glutamate a-ketoglutarate 4.4

pyruvate malate 7.7

p-enol-pyruvate oxaloacetate 26.9

nucleotides, amino acids oxaloacetate 4.4

4.3 SIMULATIONS

To test the simulation model a number of simulations have been done, of which 8 will be
discussed. From the simulations it is expected that:
a. the drains decrease the concentrations of the metabolites of the TCA cycle (simulation 1 and

2);
b. the glyoxylate bypass can cover up the losses caused by the drains (simulation 2 and 3);
c. the simulation model reaches a steady state after a while (simulation 3);
d. the steady state depends only on the ethanol input (simulation 3,4,5 and 6);
e. the flux distributions, from isocitrate and acetyl-CoA, do not cause a metabolite to accumulate

unnecessary (simulation 6);
f. the calculated concentrations and fluxes do not show unwanted values as a result of a

deficiency in the computer program (simulation 6, 7 and 8).

Of each simulation the initial concentrations of the metabolites, the ethanol input, the status of
the glyoxylate bypass and drains, the integration method and the simulation time are listed in
table 4.4.
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Table 4.4. Settings of the simulation parameters for simulation 1 to 8.
[Xl (J =initial concentration ofmetabolite X (mol' dm ~;II)'

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.6

on

on

30

linsim

on

on

50

0.3

1

I
I
i

linsim I
I
i
I
I

off

0.3

100

I
I
i
I
I I
I on i
i I
I linsim
I

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

IIi 2 I 3 i 4 I 5! 6 i 7 I 8f----il--·------'\'----------'---\---r-::--l------J--~--
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The results of simulations 1-5, 7 and 8 are shown and discussed in appendix D, since these
simulations show the expected results. The results of simulation 6 are shown in figure 4.2
because they reveal two deficiencies of the simulation model.
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Figure 4.2. Results ofsimulation 6.
Graphs in left column, solid line: concentration ofevery metabolite (mol, dm :';11)'
Graphs in right column, solid line: 1; ofevery metabolite; dotted line:J;) ofevery
metabolite (mol' s -1 ).

The results depicted in figure 4.2 show two deficiencies of the simulation model. The first one
is that when the ethanol input gets above 0.5 (at t = 100s) the fluxes of the metabolites do not
increase anymore. There is not enough oxaloacetate to react with acetyl-eoA into citrate, causing
acetaldehyde, acetate and acetyl-eoA to accumulate. Apparently the glyoxylate bypass is pinched
too much, resulting in a shortage of oxaloacetate. The second definiency can be seen when the
oxaloacetate concentration is examined. From t=ls until t=13s the oxaloacetate concentration is
above the maximum level. This is a result of the if-then statement, which is used in every
concentration block. Each timestep this if-then statement detects whether a concentration is equal
or above a maximum level. When in one time step the concentration increases to the extend that
it exceeds the maximum level, it is not set back to this maximum level. Instead, the concentration
remains constant at too high a value until J;) becomes larger than 1;.
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Summarizing the simulation results (see also appendix D), it can be concluded that:
a. the glyoxylate bypass in the simulation model is able to cover up the losses caused by the

drains in the TCA cycle (simulation 1,2 and 3);
b. the steady state values of a simulation depend only on the ethanol input and do not depend on

the initial concentrations of the metabolites (simulations 3,4 and 5);
c. when the ethanol input reaches values above 0.5, the concentration of oxaloacetate becomes

a limiting factor, preventing the fluxes of the metabolites to increase as much as the ethanol
input does (simulation 6);

d. concentrations can increase beyond the maximum level in consequence of the if-then
statement used in the concentration block (simulation 6);

e. although the increase of concentrations above the maximum level depends to a certain extend
on the integration method used, each integration method shows this defect (simulation 6, 7 and
8).

Statement c, d and e will be dealt with in the following paragraph.

4.4 DEFICIENCIES OF THE SIMULATION MODEL

In the preceding paragraph, two problems of the simulation model were described which became
clear during simulations. The first problem was an accumulation of actyl-CoA because of a
shortage of oxaloacetate. This happened when the ethanol input exceeded 0.5 and it was caused
by the glyoxylate bypass, becoming pinched too much when the ethanol input exceeds 0.5. This
problem will be dealt with in §4.4.2.

The second problem is a result of the use of an if-then statement in the determination of the
maximum concentration of a metabolite. This allows the concentration to exceed the maximum
level. This problem will be investigated in the following section and a possible solution will be
given.

4.4.1 IF-THEN STATEMENT

To prevent the concentration from crossing the maximum level a state event could be used. This
state event detects when the concentration equals one and adjusts the integration time step [Van
den Bosch et at. 1994]. However, Simulink does not support state events, so another solution to
the problem has to be found.

A possible solution could be the design of a special function. This function should take care that
the concentration level gradually reaches the value of one, instead of exceeding it due to the
discreet nature of the if-then statement.

The if-then statement in the concentration block of metabolite A is implemented as follows:

if { [A(t)]s 0 and ~(t) - 1
0

(t» < O} or {[A(t)]L [A]max and (1;(t) - lo(t) > O} (4-5)
d[A(t)]/dt = 0

else d[A(t)]/dt =I;<t) - fo(t)
end
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The concentration of metabolite A, 1;A and h~ are all limited to the area [0,1]. Other values are
not v'alid. If f is defined as 1; - fa, a so-called net flux, it contains the values [-1,1]. The
concentration can be represented by a concentration vector x=[O,I] and the net flux by a flux
vector f=[-1,1]. Vector X and £ span a surface S. With the vectors X and f, the if-then statement
of equation (4-5) can be written in the following way:

(4-6)

In equation (4-6) md(.J.,f) is a discrete function which provides a multiplier md for every
coordinate of the surface S in the same way as the if-then statement would do. From equation (4
5) it can be derived that mix,f) should be zero for x=[O] andf=[-l,O] and for 21.=[1] and £=[0,1].
For all other coordinates of surface S, m/x,f) has a value of one. Figure 4.3 gives a graphical
representation of m/x,f).

1.0

0.8

g

~ 06

.Y
0..
~ 0.4

Figure 4.3. Values ofmultiplier mi.J.,f) for every coordinate ofsurface S.

The descrete nature of the if-then statement and of m/x,!) will result in the concentration
crossing the maximum level. Therefore, function m/.J.,f) is replaced by a continuous multiplier
mc(~,f), which would lead the concentration gradually to the maximum level and thus
preventing it from crossing this upper bound. A detailed derivation ofmultipliermJ,I,f) is given
in appendix E, §E.1. A graphical representation of mc(.J.,f) is given in figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4. Values ofmultiplierme(,I,f) for every coordinate ofsurface S.
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To decide whether multiplier mJ~,f)could replace the if-then statement, a comparison has been
made on two issues. The first issue concerns the concentration level and the second one the
required simulation time. A detailed description of this comparison is given in appendix E, §E.2.
On both issues the if-then statement outperformed multiplier me (~,f). Therefore, it can be
concluded that the if-then can not be replaced by multiplier me(;I,f) , with respect to the problem
of the concentration exceeding the maximum value. There remains no other solution than to
avoid the ethanol input to exceed 0.5 or to denormalise the concentration. Until the latter is done
in §5.2, the ethanol input will be restricted to [0,0.5].

4.4.2 FLUX DISTRIBUTION

The second problem which became clear during simulations was an accumulation of actyl-CoA
because of a shortage of oxaloacetate. This happened when the ethanol input exceeded the value
0.5. The concentration of oxaloaceate became a limiting factor, causing acetaldehyde, acetate and
acetyl-CoA to accumulate. This situation was caused by the glyoxylate bypass, being pinched too
much at that moment. When the ethanol input is increased, all concentrations increase too. Since
malate and succinate have a negative feedback on the conversion of isocitrate into succinate and
glyoxylate, the glyoxylate bypass is pinched more when the concentrations of malate and
succinate increase. To increase the oxaloacetate concentration and eliminate the acetyl-CoA
accumulation, the flux distribution of isocitrate should be changed in a way that the glyoxylate
bypass becomes less pinched for the same concentration levels of malate and succinate.

Consider the flux distribution, which is implemented as follows:

a = (1 - [sue] JX.( 1- [mal] JY
[sue ]max [mall max

with x,y =1;
[suc]max = maximum concentration of succinate;
[mal]max = maximum concentration of malate.

(4-7)

Exponent x and yare set to one for the simulations shown in §4.3. By varying these exponents,
however, multiplier a can be changed. The exponents x and y should be altered in such a way that
the difference between the concentration of acetyl-CoA and the concentration of oxaloacetate
goes to a minimum.

To find this minimum and the corresponding exponents x and y the least square method (LSM)
is used. The variables used in the LSM are the exponents x and y, and the difference between the
oxaloacetate and acetyl-CoA concentration is the parameter which is minimised. The
minimisation routine has been applied to different initial values of x and y (referred to as Xi and
Yi) and different inputs of ethanol. The ethanol inputs which are used are depicted in figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5. Ethanol inputs used in the LSM.

The following procedure has been applied:
a. find an optimum setting for the LSM with fixed initial values x j and Yi for one ethanol input;
b. with this optimum setting and this ethanol input, but different values for X j and Y., check

whether the same results are found for x and y;
c. with the optimum setting and different ethanol inputs, calculate the optimum values for x and

y;
d. try to calculate a single optimum value for x and Yfor all ethanol inputs combined.

After the optimum setting was found with ethanol input J;.~i~e' different initial values for x and
y were used. These values were chosen rather arbitrary, but is was checked with a simulation
whether they were not way out of line. The results are listed in table 4.5. Some minimisations
were interrupted, because the routine was stuck in a local minimum or the maximum number of
iterations was exceeded.

Table 4.5. Minimisation results ofethanol input J;.~j~e'

* indicates that the mmimisatwn has been mterrupted

0.206

13.12 *

2.1ge17 *

I sum of squares

0.206

I 0.263

I

I

I
I

4.19

-2.00

4

2

5

3

! I
minimisation x I y I x I Y

~0;5 1 -55 i 4.19

'J'J" I I I2.25 I 2.25 iLlS I 0.46

2.25 I -2.25 i 1.92

! I
-2.25 I 2.25 I -5.5

-2.25 I -2.25 I -2.2505 I -2.2497
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Although the values for the exponents differ quite a lot, the values of the corresponding sum of
squares (SSQ) of minimisation 1 and 2 differ only slightly. This indicates that there are more
values for x and y which have as small a sum of squares as minimisation 2. To find this out the
sum of squares for each coordinate of the surface spanned by x=[-2.5,2.5] and ~=[-2.5,2.5] was
calculated with steps of 0.02. In table 4.6 the values of x and y are listed for which the SSQ is
equal to or smaller than the SSQ of minimisation 2.

x y I sum of squares x I y I sum of squaresI I--_.
I

1-- ,-------I
1.1 0.5 I 0.263 -1.9 I 2.1 I 0.248

I I i
0.7 0.7 0.262 -1.7 I 2.1 I 0.247

I I

0.3 0.9 0.262 -2.3 I 2.3 0.249I
i I

-0.3 1.3 0.259 -2.1 I 2.3 0.241
i

-0.7 1.5 0.254 -2.5 : 2.5 0.236

I
I I

-1.1 1.7 I 0.249 -2.3 i 2.5 0.260
I

Table 4.6. Sum ofsquares results with input J;.e:~e ofthe surface spanned by x=[-2.5, 2.5] and
~=[-2.5,2.5]which are smaller than 0.263.

The exponents x and y of table 4.5 with a sum of squares equal to or smaller than 0.263 and table
4.6 are shown in figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6. Exponents x and y with sum of squares equal to or smaller than 0.263 for the
• -F eth
mput J i. sine'

Figure 4.6 shows shows that all values of x and y, which have a SSQ equal to or smaller than
0.263, are lying on a single line. This implies that x and y can not be varied independently and,
in consequence, all points on this line give a similar fit. In the same way as for the sinusoidal
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input, x and y values were determined for the other three remaining inputs, showing a
dependency of x and y too. These lines are depicted in -figure 4.7 for all four inputs.

-20 +-~----T--.,-----,---.--.,------r----i

-10 ·5 0 5 10 IS 20 2S 30

x exponent

Figure 4.7. Relation between exponents x and y for all ethanol inputs.
0= /;eth . C::. = /;eth 'v =/;etll '0 = /;eth

I, sine' 1,0.2 ' 1.0.4 ' I, ramp'

As can be seen from figure 4.7, there is no common coordinate in the xy-plane in which all lines
cross.
There are several crosspoints of two lines, i.e. (8.83,-3.85), (14.85,-7.25) and (24.40,-12.60).
These points contain, however, negative values for x and y. From equation (4-5) it can be seen
that this is not allowed, since negative values for x and y would make multiplier a bigger than
one. Therefore, it can be concluded that there is no single value for x and y which describes all
ethanol inputs correctly.

4.5 CONCLUSIONS

By incorporating drains and the glyoxylate bypass an extented simulation model was build and
8 simulations done with this model were discussed. The simulations showed that the glyoxylate
bypass implemented in the simulation model can compensate for the losses caused by the drains.
Furthennore, the steady state values of a simulation depend on the ethanol input only. From the
simulations it became also clear that both the if-then statement, which is used to calculate the
maximum concentration, and the flux distribution, which determines the flux from isocitrate
towards a-ketoglutarate and glyoxylate, did not function correctly.

It has been investigated whether the if-then statement could be replaced with a continuous
function to prevent the concentration from exceeding the maximum level. This gave other
additional problems and therefore no other solution remains than to avoid the ethanol input to
exceed 0.5 or to denormalise the concentration.
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By means of least square optimisation it was tried to find a flux distribution which performed
well for varius ethanol inputs. Although for a single ethanol input such an optimum could be
found, there was not a flux distribution which could be used for all ethanol inputs combined.
Therefore, the value of x and y which has to be used in practice depends on the relevance of the
ethanol inputs used here with respect to the experimental data.



FITTING THE SIMULATION MODEL
WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the simulation model will be fitted to experimental data. For this, the simulation
model has to be denormalised and the experimental data has to be adjusted (§5.2 and §5.3
respectively). In § 5.4 three simulations will be discussed, which show to what extent the
simulation model can be tuned to the experimental data.

5.2 DENORMALISING THE SIMULATION MODEL

In order to do simulations with experimental data either the simulation model has to be
denormalised or the experimental data has to be normalised. The problems described in §4.4,
however, make it necessary to denormalise the simulation model anyway, so therefore this option
is chosen here. Denormalising the simulation model comes down to denormalising the
concentration, the flux and the flux distribution function, described in respectively §3.5.1, §3.5.2
and §4.4.2. They will be dealt with in this section.

Before denormalising the simulation model the units in which the concentrations and fluxes will
be expressed, have to be chosen. The concentration will be expressed in mmol' dm~I' The
subscript 'cell' is necessary to make a distinction between the cell volume and the volume of the
fermenter. The latter will be referred to with the subscript 'ferm'. The unit for fluxes will be
changed into mmol's-I'dm~1 (see note in §3.5.1).

The concentration is at present implemented as a limited integrator with an upper and a lower
bound. The lower bound of the concentration, which is equal to zero, remains zero since a

. concentration caimot be negative. The upper bound is released, i.e., it is given such a high value
that the concentration will not reach it. No effort has yet been made to find out what the
maximum concentration of each metabolite in the cell is, since this is not considered important
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at this moment.
The flux was implemented as follows (equation (3-6)):

~A (t) = [A(t)]
Jo,max [A]

max

with [A] = concentration of metabolite A (mol'dm~;ll);

[A]max = maximum concentration of metabolite A (mol'dm~lI)'

(3-6)

In equation (3-6) fo~max is dimensionless. The denonnalised equation for the flux can be derived
from the differential equation (5-1B) which describes the conversion of metabolite A into
metabolite B (5-1A):

with [A], [B] in mol'dm~;II;

k = rate constant (S·I).

A ~ B

d[BCt)] = k. [A]
dt

(5-1A)

(5-1B)

The term d[B(t)]/dt in equation (5-1B) is the amount of metabolite B that is made each unit of
time and this is equal to the amount of metabolite A that disappears each unit of time. Therefore,
equation (5-IB) can be written as:

. h ~A . I -) d -3Wit J(J 10 mmo's . mccll ;

k in s'l.,
[A] in mmol' dm~ill'

.f: = k· [ACt)] (5-2)

Equation (5-2) is the denormalised equation for the flux l
, In the simulation model described in

chapter 3 and 4 the rate constants k were implemented in the reaction blocks, from which they
have to be removed. The magnitude of the rate constants will be discussed in §5.4.

The flux distribution function is at present implemented as follows (equation (4-5)):

a = (1 - [sue] )x.( 1- [mal] )Y
[suc]max [mall max

with x,y = constants;
[mal] = malate concentration in rnmol'dm~:II;

[suc] = succinate concentration in rnmol' dm~1I ;
[mal]max =maximum concentration of malate.
[suc]max = maximum concentration of succinate.

ISince the concentrations will not reach the maximum level, J;~max is equal to J;~.

(4-5)
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In equation (4-5) 'a' is the fraction of f/;o that converts into glyoxylate and succinate.
DenormaIising this equation is difficult since the maximum concentrations are not known yet.
It would be simpler to look for another function which would do essentially the same. In equation
(4-5) 'a' is implemented as a fraction and therefore has values between zero and one. Beside this,
'a' has to be zero (or at least very small) when the concentration of malate and succinate are high
and it has to be one (or very close to one) when the concentration of malate and succinate are
very low. A function which suits this description is given in equation (5-3):

-[sue] -[mal]

a = e x 'e Y

with [sue] = succinate concentration (mmol'dm~~ll);

[mal] = malate concentration (mmol' dm~;II);
x,y =coefficients (dm~I1'mmol -I ).

(5-3)

The coefficients x and y can be adjusted to regulate the flux through the glyoxylate bypass. They
have values higher than zero. When the model is fitted to the experimental data, x and y can be
used as tuning parameters. The listing of the altered concentration block, flux block and reaction
block and the simulink diagram of the denormalised simulation model are given in appendix G.

5.3 PREPARING THE DATA

The experimental setup, which produces the raw data, is depicted in figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1. Experimental setup.
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The continuous yeast culture is kept at a constant temperature of 30°C and at a constant pH of
4. The input of gas and medium are also constant in time. There is a continuous output of broth
(content of the fermenter) and gas. The composition of this gas is determined in the mass
spectrometer. To measure the concentration of a metabolite a sample of the fermenter content is
taken every 4 minutes. More details can be found in the references [Keulers et al. 1994, Keulers
et al. 1995]. The raw data which is available from experiments is listed in table 5.1. Raw data
is referred to with the subscript 'raw'.

Table 5.1. Listing ofthe available raw data. For the oscillating parameters the mean value is
~lven.

! !
parameter abbreviation valu~ unit I oscillating

extracellular ACEex 1.16'10-4 I
mol'dmr~nn

I
I yes

acetate I
I

total acetate ACEtot 3.01'10-4 I
mol'dm r:rmI yes

!,co2
I

carbon dioxide 1.56'101 I mmol·h- I• dm-3 yes
I

0, raw I ferm
evolution rate i

I

ethanol input !, eth 2.76 mmo1·h-1• g-I yesi.raw cell

cell volume V cell 1.6'10.3 I d 3 -I no
I

mcell' gwelcell

dry cell weight DCW 6.70 I d -3 nogcell' m fenn

wet celVdry cell [WID 3.77 -I nogwetcell' g cell
I I I

dm~ermvolume of I Vfenn I 1.15 I no
fennentor I I I

I I I

Before the raw data of table 5.1 can be applied to the simulation model their units have to be
adjusted. The intracellular acetate concentration (referred to as ACEin) is calculated as ACEtot
minus ACEex' The unit of this ACEin,raw is therefore mol, dm;;nn' To change this into
mmol' dm~:II' ACEin.r.lw has to be multiplied by 103

• V;e\I·DCW·I. rvJro. All multiplication factors
for the raw data are listed in table 5.2.

new unit

eth _ elh. 1
1; - 1;. raw 3600' V .

cell rWID

ethanol input

Table 5.2. Multiplication factors for the raw data parameters.
I

parameter I multiplication factor
--------i--------C------------T-------------i

I

intracellular acetate
ACE. = ACE.m In. raw Vcell ' Dew 'rwlD

carbon dioxide
evolution rate

j:C02 _ j:C02 • 1
Jo - Jo.raw 3600'V 'DeW.cell rWID

mmol·s· l ·dm-3
cell
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In table 5.3 additional information about the oscillation parameters is given.

Table 5.3. Prepared data.
I I I

parameter I period of: mean unit amplitude of I phase shift
I oscillation i value oscillation I with respect to
I (.) I f! mm I (% 0 I extracellular
: i mean value) I ethanol input
I i I I i (rad)

---------+-----------1---------i--------------------l--------

ethanol input i 40 : 1.27,10-1 I mmol's-I'dm~~1 i 44.2 I 0

intracellular I 40 : 4.57 i mmol' dm~1I I 31.1 : 31t/4
acetate I I I I I

I I I I I
carbon dioxide i 40 : 1.07'10-1

: mmol's-I'dm~~1 I 17.7 :
evolution rate i I I I I

I - I I

A remark has to be made about the phase shifts. The CO2 evolution rate is measured outside the
cell, however, the phase shift between intracellular and extracellular CO2 evolution rate can be
determined as follows. From literature it is known that the phase shift between intracellular CO2

evolution rate and intracellular O2 uptake rate and the phase shift between intracellular and
extracellular O2 uptake rate are negligible. The phase shift between the extracellulaIi CO
evolution rate and extracellular O2 uptake rate can therefore be seen as the phase shift between
the intracellular and extracellular CO2 evolution rate. This phase shift between the intracellular
and extracellular CO2 evolution rate has already been taken into account in table 5.3. Note that
ethanol is measured outside the cell and is therefore an extracellular parameter. So when ethanol
enters the cell the phase shift or the amplitude or both might change.

5.4 SIMULATIONS

A number of simulations have been done to test whether the simulation model is able to
reproduce experimental results.Three of these simulations will be discussed in this section. The
parameters of the simulation model which can be adjusted are the rate constants of all
metabolites, the parameters x and y of the flux distribution from isocitrate (equation (5-3»), the
flux distribution form acetyl-CoA and the magnitude of the drains. The drains are kept constant
at the same magnitude as listed in table 4.3 and the flux distribution of acetyl-CoA will not be
changed either, i.e. the conversion of acetyl-CoA and glyoxylate into malate has priority. For
each simulation the initial concentration of the metabolites is 4.6 mmol' dm~II' the integration
method used is linsim and the simulated time is 100 minutes. The experimental data for the
ethanol flux has been smoothed with a sinus function and this function is used as input for the
simulation model. The ethanol input of the simulation model is an oscillating parameter and
therefore the oscillation is imposed on the simulation model. However, the supply of ethanol
medium to the culture is constant and therefore the oscillation is not imposed on the yeast culture.
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3.the simulation parameters for simulation 1, 2 and

simulation
I

1 I 2 i 3I I I
I I

kADH
! 0.5 I 0.0278 0.0278!
I I

kACT I 0.5 I 0.0278 0.0278
I

kACO 0.5 0.0278 0.5

kCIT I 0.5 0.0278 0.5
i I

kISO
i 0.5

I
0.0278 0.5i

kKET 0.5 0.0278 0.5

kcLY 0.5 0.0278 0.5
I

k suc
I

0.5 0.0278 0.5I I
I I

kMAL
i 0.5 0.0278 I 0.5
I II

kaXA i 0.5 0.0278 I 0.5
I I

I I
x I 1.3 20 I 1.3

Y
I 1.3 20 I 1.3I I

T;;tble 5.4. Settin8s of

The magnitude of the rate constants used in the first simulation are chosen as high as possible,
in accordance with the assumption that the time constant of the chemical reactions involved is
much smaller than the physical time constant. For values higher than 0.5 the required simulation
time increased rapidly and therefore this value was chosen. The parameters x and y where
adjusted manually in a way that gave the best results for the CO2 evolution rate. The results of
simulation 1 are shown in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2. Results of simulation 1.
Top graph, dotted line: smoothed ethanol flux.
MiddLe graph, dotted line: experimental acetate concentration; solid Line:
simulated acetate concentration; broken vertical line: see text.
Bottom graph, dotted line: experimental CO2 evolution rate; solid line: simulated
CO2 evoLution rate; broken vertical line: see text.

Figure 5.2 shows several things:
1. There is a phase shift between the simulation data and experimental data for the acetate

concentration as well as for the CO2 evolution rate, but there is no phase shift between the
ethanol flux on one hand and the simulated CO2 evolution rate and acetate concentration on
the other hand (see vertical broken lines in graphs). This is a result of the high value of the rate
constants.

2. The mean value of the simulated CO2 evolution rate is lower than the mean value of the
experimental CO2 evolution rate. The simulated CO2 evolution rate is a summation of three
fluxes, namely the flux from isocitrate to «-ketoglutarate, the flux from Ct.-ketoglutarate to
succinate and the flux from oxaloacetate to p-enol-pyruvate. Therefore, it depends on the
magnitude of the p-enol-pyruvate drain, on the magnitude of the glutamate drain, on the flux
distribution from isocitrate and acetyl-CoA and on the magnitude of the ethanol fll:lx. It does
not depend on the rate constants of the metabolites.-

3. The relative amplitude of the simulated CO2 evolution rate is bigger than the relative
amplitude of the experimental CO2 evolution rate. This fact could be caused by CO2, which
has to diffuse from the inside of the mitochondrion to the outside of the cell.
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4. The mean value of the simulated acetate concentration is much lower than the mean value of
the experimental acetate concentration. Since a ethanol flux is the input of the simulation
model and the flux is calculated as fo(t) =k· [A(t)](equation (5-2)), the concentration of a
metabolite A is determined through it's rate constant and the ethanol input flux. The
combination of the small ethanol flux with a mean value of 0.13 nunol· s -1.dm~l and a high
value of 0.5 for the rate constants, results in a low concentration level.

First remark 4 will be adressed. For this, the rate constants of all metabolites have to be
decreased. The new magnitude is calculated as the rate constant of simulation 1 times the mean
value of the simulated acetate concentration divided by the mean value of the experimental
acetate concentration.
The results of this second simulation are shown in figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3. Results ofsimulation 2.
Top graph, dotted line: smoothed ethanol flux.
Middle graph, dotted line: experimental acetate concentration; solid line:
simulated acetate concentration; broken vertical line: see text.
Bottom graph, dotted line: experimental CO2 evolution rate; solid line: simulated
CO2 evolution rate; broken vertical line: see text.

Figure 5.3 shows that:
1. The mean value of the simulated acetate concentration is equal to the mean value of the

experimental acetate concentration.
2. The amplitude of the simulated acetate concentration is almost the same as the amplitude of

the experimental acetate concentration. The rather 'square' shape of the experimental acetate
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concentration is caused by a sampling rate of 4 minutes.
3. There is a rather big phase shift between the simulated acetate concentration and the simulated

CO2 evolution rate. By decreasing the rate constants, the time constant of the chemical
reactions involved is no longer much lower than the physical time constant. This results in a
phase shift between the simulated acetate concentration and the simulated CO2 evolution rate.

To solve remark 3 the rate constants for the TeA cycle and glyoxylate bypass metabolites have
to be increased again to the same level as in simulation 1. As was seen in figure 5.2 there was no
phase shift between the simulated acetate concentration and the simulated CO2 evolution rate in
this situation. The rate constant of acetate has to be kept at the lower value used in simulation 2
to maintain the correct acetate concentration. Since the rate constant of a metabolite only effects
it's own concentration, the rate constant of acetaldehyde can be either low or high. The rate
constant of acetaldehyde is aribrary given the same value as the rate constant of acetate. The
results of simulation 3, in which two different values for the rate constants are used, are shown
in figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4. Results ofsimulation 3.
Top graph, dotted line: smoothed ethanol flux; broken vertical line: see text.
Middle graph, dotted line: experimental acetate concentration; solid line:
simulated acetate concentration; broken vertical line: see text.
Bottom graph, dotted line: experimental CO2 evolution rate; solid line: simulated
CO2 evolution rate; broken vertical line: see text.
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Compared to fi_gure 5.3, figure 5.4 shows that the phase shift between the simulated acetate
concentration and the simulated CO2 evolution rate has disappeared as expected and that the
mean value of acetate is correct. Still two problems remain. First, there is a phase shift between
the experimental and the simulated data of the acetate concentration and CO2 evolution rate.
Secondly, the simulation of the CO2 evolution rate has to be improved.

The first problem could be solved by assuming that extracellular and intracellular ethanol have
a phase shift which is equal to the phase shift between the simulated and experimental acetate
concentration. This would eliminate the apparent phase shift for both acetate and CO2 evolution
rate, since the simulated acetate concentration and CO2 evolution rate do not have a phase shift
towards the intracellular ethanol flux.

The second problem is somewhat more complicated. As mentioned in remark 2 form figure 5.2
the simulated CO2 evolution rate is influenced by the magnitude of the p-enol-pyruvate and
glutamate drains, by the flux distribution from isocitrate and acetyl-CoA and it also depends on
the ethanol flux. With these parameters the mean value of the simulated CO2 evolution rate can
be tuned. But, since so many parameters have an influence it is very likely that more than one
combination of these parameters gives the correct results for the simulated CO2 evolution rate.
To find the correct combination, additional experiments have to be done to find e.g., the
magnitude of the p-enol-pyruvate and glutamate drains or to be able to determine the amount of
flux from isocitrate to a-ketoglutarate. The amplitude of the simulated CO2 evolution rate, which
might then still be too large, can be adjusted with a diffusion model. This is valid since the CO2

evolution rate is determined extracellularly.

5.5 CONCLUSIONS

The simulation model has been denormalised by denormalising the concentration block, the flux
block and the flux distribution of isocitrate. With this denormalised simulation model and
experimental data for the ethanol flux, the acetate concentration and the CO2 evolution rate three
simulations have been discussed.

These simulations have shown several things. First, the concentration of the metabolites can be
adjusted through changes in the rate constants. The simulated acetate concentration was adjusted
to the experimental acetate concentration through decreasing the rate constant of aceate.
Secondly, the experimental acetate concentration and the experimental CO2 evolution rate show
no phase shift, but for low rate constants a phase shift appeared between the simulated acetate
concentration and the simulated CO2 evolution rate. Whether the simulation model can be seen
as a chemical model or a physical model depends on the magnitude of the flux with respect to
the fluctuation of the experimental value of the metabolite concentrations. Third, a phase shift
exists between the ethanol flux on one hand and the simulated acetate concentration and CO2

evolution rate on the other hand. This problem can be solved in assuming that there exists a phase
shift between the extracellular and intracellular ethanol. Finally, the simulated CO2 evolution rate
is influenced by several parameters and variables, like the ethanol input, the magnitude of the p
enol-pyruvate and glutamate drains and by the flux distribution from isocitrate. In order to
simulate the CO2 evolution rate correctly additional experimental data is necessary to determine
the value of these parameters and variables.



CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A literature research of biochemical computer programs has been done to find out whether these
programs could serve as a basis for a simulation model of the TCA cycle and glyoxylate bypass.
However, neither one of the computer programs could handle steady states and dynamic
behaviour as well as calculate fluxes and concentrations. For this reason a new simulation model
was made.

Three simulation models are described and tested in this thesis. The first simulation model is
based on a simplified version of the TCA cycle. It's main function is to test the three different
building blocks of which it is made of. Simulations done with this simulation model show that
all building blocks operate correctly. The second simulation model is based on an extended
version of the TCA cycle and it also incorporates the glyocylate bypass and several drains.
Simulations done with this second simulation model show a deficiency in the if-then statement
used in the concentration block and a deficiency in the flux distribution function of isocitrate.
The deficiency caused by the if-then statement could not be solved, unless the simulation model
would be denormalised. By means of least square optimisation a flux distribution was found
which performed well for different ethanol inputs. However, a flux distribution suitable for an
ethanol input that was a combination of different shaped signals could not be found. The third
simulation model is a denormalised version of the second simulation model. A number of
simulations have been done to test whether this denormalised simulation model can produce
signals with the same amplitude and phase shift as obtained from experiments. The simulated
acetate concentration could be adjusted to the experimental acetate concentration through tuning
of the rate constant. The phase shift between ethanol on one hand and the simulated acetate
concentration and CO2 evolution rate on the other hand can be solved when it is assumed that this
phase shift results from ethanol going into the cell. However, to simulate the CO2 evolution rate,
additional experimental data is necessary.

The simulatfon model is made as a tool in finding the cause of a metabolic oscillation. However,
the simulation model, as described in chapter 5, is not able to produce such an oscillation. The
turning rate of the TeA cycle and glyoxylate bypass, which has a magnitude of a few seconds,
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_is too fast for the period of oscillation, which is 40 minutes. To generate oscillations with the
simulation model additional feedback mechanisms, most likely located outside the TCA cycle,
need to be implemented.

Future work will be focussed on implemeting additional feedback mechanisms and on obtaining
additional experimental data. Such a feedback mechanism could be the influence of the CO2

concentration inside the cell on the ethanol uptake rate of the cell. In the simulation model the
CO2 evolution rate is influenced by the ethanol input, the magnitude of the p-enol-pyruvate and
glutamate drains and by the flux distribution form isocitrate and acetyl-CoA. Since the ethanol
input is known, the additional experimental data which has to be measured could be:

two of the following fluxes: the flux from isocitrate to C(.-ketoglutarate, the flux from C(.
ketoglutarate to succinate, the flux from oxaloacetate to p-enol-pyruvate;
the flux from isocitrate to a-ketoglutarate, the flux from isocitrate to glyoxylate and the
magnitude of either the p-enol-pyruvate drain or the glutamate drain;
the flux form acetyl-CoA to malate, the flux from acetyl-CoA to citrate and the
magnitude of either the p-enol-pyruvate drain or the glutamate drain.

In order to continue with the simulation model in a meaningfull and relevant direction, it is
suggested that one of the above mentioned combinations is experimentally determined.
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NOMENCLATURA
Amino acid

Anabolism
ADP
ATP
Batch culture

Budding

Carbohydrates
Catabolism
Chemostat

Citric acid cycle

Conserved cycle

Continuous culture
FADHz
Fermentation

Gluconeogenesis
Glycogen
Glycolysis
in vitro

in vivo

Lipids

Metabolism

Metabolite
Mitochondrion

NAD
NADH

The basic structural unit of proteins, varying in size, shape, charge,
hydrogenbonding capacity and chemical reactivity. Their common structure is:

COOH

I
H2N - C-H

I
R

with individual side chains attached at the R position.
A metabolic process of the fonnation of complex molecules from simpler ones.
Adenosine diphosphate, the hydrolysed fonn of ATP.
Adenosine triphosphate, carrier of free energy in biological systems.
A culture initiated by the inoculation of cells into a finite volume of fresh
medium and tenninated at a single harvest after the cells have grown.
A method of asexual reproduction by growth and specialisation, followed by the
separation by constriction of a part of the parent.
A group of compounds represented by the general fonnula Cx(HzO)y.
A metabolic process of breaking down complex molecules into simpler ones.
A culture vessel in which steady state growth is maintained by adding medium
to the vessel with the same flow rate as cell culture is being removed from the
vessel.
The final common cyclical pathway for the oxidation of fuel molecules. It also
provides intennediates for the biosynthesis.
Cycle in which the total concentration of the metabolites involved remains
constant.
A culture maintained at a steady state over a period, usually in a chemostat.
Flavin adenine dinucleotide, used primarily for the generation of ATP.
Production of chemical energy in the form of ATP through the degradation of
carbohydrates and other organic molecules in a reaction that does not require
molecular oxygen.
Metabolic pathway that converts pyruvate into glucose.
Readily mobilized storage fonn of glucose.
Metabolic pathway that converts glucose into pyruvate.
Term used to describe the experimental reproduction of biological processes in
the more easily defined environment of the culture vessel, plate or testtube.
Term used to describe biological processes occurring within the living organism
or cell.
Water-insoluble biomolecules with a variety of biological functions like
membrane compound, highly concentrated energy storages and signal
molecules.
The metabolite concentration at which the enzymatic conversion rate is half of
the maximum.
The sum of chemical reactions within a cell or organism, including the energy
releasing breakdown (catabolism) and the synthesis (anabolism) of complex
molecules.
Product of metabolism.
A cytoplasmic organelle whose main function is the generation of ATP by
aerobic respiration.
Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, the oxidised form of NADH.
Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, used primarily for the generation of ATP.
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Nucleotide
Protein

Rate constant (k)

Rate law

NOMENCLATURA

The individual components of a nucleic acid.
A molecule that consists of one, or a small numb~r of polypeptide chains each of
which is a linear polymer of several to several hundred amino acids; being able to
recognize and interact with highly diverse molecules they serve in all cells as
sensors that control the flow of energy and matter.
Determines the rate at which a reaction takes place; [k]=(dm-3rmol-ns- 1 for a
reaction of order (n+ I).
Gives the relation between concentration of metabolites and rate constants of a

k
reaction; eg., the rate law of reaction A~B is written as

d[A]
dt

d[B]
=

dt

Respiratory chain

Steady state

Stoichiometry

vma•

Vacuole
Yeast

An ATP-generating process in which NADH is converted into NAD with the
aid of 02:

ADP ATP

NADHKNAD'

O2 H20

Equilibrium between the flow of fresh medium into the bioreactor and the yeast
cells suspension that is removed from the bioreactor which results in a constant
biomass production rate and a constant consumption rate of components of the
fresh medium.
Gives the relation between proportions of compounds in a reaction or of
elements in a compound.
The maximum conversion rate of an enzyme.
A membrane-bounded chamber in a cell containing fluid or gas.
Unicellular fungus reproducing asexually by budding or division.



CHEMICAL REACTIONS

CHEMICAL REACTIONS OF THE TCA CYCLE:

acetyl-CoA + oxaloacetate ~ citrate
CZH30S-CoA + C4H40 S + HzO - C6Hs0 7 + HS-CoA + H;

citrate ~ cis -aconitate
C6H s0 7 ~ C6H60 6 + HzO

cis -aconitate - isocitrate
C6H60 6 + HzO - C6Hg0 7

isocitrate - ex -ketoglutarate
C6Hg0 7 + NAD + - C

S
H

6
0

S
+ NADH + COz + H;

ex -ketoglutarate - succinyl -CoA
CSH60 S + NAD+ + CoA-SH - C4Hs0 3

S-CoA + COz + NADH+ H;

succinyl -CoA - succinate
C4Hs0 3S-CoA + GDP- C4H60 4 + HS-CoA + GTP

succinate - fumarate
C4H60 4 + FAD - C4H40 4 + FADHz

fumarate ~ malate
C4H40 4 + HzO - C4H60 S

malate - oxaloacetate
C

4
H

6
0

S
+ NAD + - C

4
H40 S

+ NADH + H +

CHEMICAL REACTIONS OF THE GLYOXYLATE BYPASS:

isocitrate - glyoxylate + succinate
C6Hg0 7 - CZH Z0 3 + C4H60 4

acetyl-CoA + glyoxylate - malate
CZH30S-CoA + CZHZ0 3 + HzO - C4H60 S + HS-CoA
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CHEMICAL REACTIONS OF THE CONVERSION OF ETHANOL INTO
ACETYL-eOA:

ethanol .... acetaldehyde
C

2
HsO + NAD + - C2H40 + NADH

acetaldehyde - acetate
C

2
H

4
0 + NAD + + H

2
0 - C

2
H

4
0

2
+ NADH + H +

acetate .... acetyl-CoA
C2H3

0
Z

+ HS-CoA .... CZH30S-CoA + H20



LISTING OF CONCENTRATION BLOCK,
FLUX BLOCK AND REACTION BLOCK

CONCENTRATION BLOCK

,---------,
I I

faco I I

I .. : I [ACO]
I 1-------------.f aco I I____ CA • I
I I

: [ACO] Il _

Figure B.l. Block diagram of the acetyl-CoA concentration block.
J;aco =flux in ofacetyl-CoA;
foaw = flux out ofacetyl-CoA;
[ACO] = concentration ofacetyl-CoA.

LISTING OF ACETYL-CoA CONCENTRATION BLOCK

function[sys,xO] = Aco(t,x,u,flag,acomax,xOAco)
% ACO calculates the concentration of acetyl-CoA

% u(l) = flux in;
% u(2) =flux out;
% xOAco =initial concentration of acetyl-CoA;
% acomax = maximum concentration of acetyl-CoA;
% x =[acetyl-CoA];
%y =x;

if abs(flag) == 1 % xdot
if «x<=O)&«u( I )-u(2)<O)I«x>=acomax)&«u(1 )-u(2»>0»

sys =0;
else

sys = u(l) - u(2);
end;
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elself flag == 3
sys =x;

% output y

Appendix B

elseif flag ==° % return sizes of parameters and initial conditions
sys = [ 1, 0, 1, 2, 0, 0];

% sys( 1) is number of continuous states
% sys(2) is number of discrete states
% sys(3) is number of outputs
% sys(4) is number of inputs
% sys(5) is number of roots that the system has
% sys(6) is set to 0 because the system has no direct feed-through
% of its inputs (see file Matlab/toolbox/simulink/blocks/sfunc.m)

xO = [xOAco];

else
sys = [ ];

end;

% only continuous states

FLUX BLOCK

Figure 8.2. Blockdiagram of the acetyl-CoAflux block.
[ACO] = concentration ofacetyl-CoA;
f(~~ax = maximum possible flux out ofacetyl-CoA.

LISTING OF ACETYL-CoA FLUX BLOCK

function[sys,xO] = acoflux(t,x,u,flag,acomax)
% ACOFLUX determines the flux out of the acetyl vessel

% acomax = maximum concentration of acetyl-CoA;
% u = [acetyl];
% y = flux-out;

if abs(flag) == I
sys =[];

% xdot
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elseif flag == 3 % output Y
sys =(u)/(acomax);

eIseif flag ==° % return sizes of parameters and initial conditions
sys =[0,0, 1, 1,0, 1];
xO =[];

else % only continuous states
sys =[];

end;

REACTION BLOCK

I f cit
:....... - ........ _Q. .........

:~-----l~xn-

ACO
+

MAL

f aco r-----l
__ ••Q. __ lll'll\. __~ I

f aco I
~ .. -Q_---------

f aco !
o • I

f mal I
___ A __ max .. _.,

f mal I
.... -;)..---------1

fmal I CIT
Q "I I

,-- 1

Figure B.3. Blockdiagram ofa reaction block.

f ClCO
n,max

j: aco
Jo

f mal
o,-max

{-"mal
Jo
/; cit

{-" cit
Jo

[CIT}

=maximum possible flux out ofacetyl-CoA;
=flux out ofacetyl-CoA;
= maximum possible flux out ofmalate;
=flux out ofmalate;
=flux in of citrate;
=flux out ofcitrate;
=concentration ofcitrate.

LISTING OF 'MALATE + ACETYL-COA - CITRATE' REACTION BLOCK

function [sys, xO] =mac(t,x,u,flag,Kmac)
% MAC Chemical reaction as an M-file
% MAC performes a chemical reaction on malate and acetyl to form citrate,

% u(l) =maximum flux out of acetyl vessel;
% u(2) =maximum flux out of malate vessel;
% u(3) =[citrate];
% u(4) =flux-out of citrate vessel;
% y =flux into the citrate vessel and out of the acetyl and malate vessel;
% Kmac =rate constant of the reaction;

if abs(flag) == 1 % if flag = 1, return state derivatives xdot
sys =[];
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elseif flag == 3 % if flag = 3, return output y
if (u(3)<1)

sys = Kmac*( min(u(l), u(2)));
elseif (u(3»=1)

s = (min(u(1), u(2)));
sys = Kmac*(min(u(4),s));

end;

elseif flag == 0 % if flag = 0, return sizes of parameters and initial conditions
sys = [ 0, 0, 1, 4, 0, 1 };
xO = [];

else % only continuous state
sys =[];

end;



LISTING OF A REACTION BLOCK
AND SIMULINK DIAGRAM OF THE
NORMALISED SIMULATION MODEL

LISTING OF 'ACETYL-CoA + GLYOXYLATE -+ MALATE / ACETYL
CoA + OXALOACETATE -+ CITRATE' REACTION BLOCK

function [sys, xO] =
oacgam31 (t,x,u,flag,k2,k9,cith,acglma,Malsyn,oxah,oxal,oxpe,Phocar,k 11 ,droxa,drace)
% OACGAM31 Chemical reaction as an M-file
% OACGAM31 performes two chemical reactions:
% acetyl CoA + oxaloacetate -> citrate,
% acetyl CoA + glyoxylate -> malate
% incorporates the drains:
% oxaloacetate -> p-enol-pyruvate
% oxaloacetate -> amino acids and nucleotides
%acetyl-CoA -> amino acids and lipids

% u(l) =maximum flux out of acetyl vessel
% u(6) =maximum flux out of glyoxylate vessel
% u(3) =maximum flux out of oxaloacetate vessel
% u(5) =[citrate]
% u(4) =flux-out of citrate vessel
% u(2) = [oxaloacetate]

=Fmacel;
=Fmgly;
=Fmoxal;
=cit;
=Focit;
= oxa;

% y(2) =flux into the citrate vessel;
% y(3) =flux into malate vessel and out of glyoxylate vessel;
% y(l) =flux out of acetyl vessel;
% y(5) =flux into p-enol-pyruvate vessel;
% y(4) =flux out of oxaloacetate vessel;

% k2 = rate constant of oxa + ace -> cit;
% k9 =rate constant of gly + ace -> mal;
% droxa =oxaloacetate drain;
% drace =acetyl drain;
% acglma =part of ace flux going into glyoxylate bypass;
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% oxpe =part of oxa flux going to pep;
% Malsyn =malate synthase, ace + gly ~> mal;
% Phocar =phosphopyruvate carboxylase, oxa -> pep;

% drains are a fixed percentage of flux;

if abs(flag) == 1 % if flag = 1, return state derivatives xdot
sys = [ ];

elseif flag == 3 % if flag =3, return output y

Fmacel
Fmgly
Fmoxal
cit
Focit
oxa

=u(l);
= u(6);
=u(3);
=u(5);
=u(4);
=u(2);

oxadrain =Fmoxal *droxa; % droxa = percentage oxadrain
Fmoxa =Fmoxal - oxadrain;

acedrain = Fmace I*draee; % draee =percentage acedrain
Fmace =Fmacel - acedrain;

% the reaction ace + gly -> mal has priority

if (MaI5yn>O)
51 =acglma*Fmace;
Fgam =k9*min(sl,Fmgly);
s2 =Fmace - Fgam;

if (Phocar>O)
s3 = oxpe*Fmoxa;
Fop =kll *s3;
s4 =Fmoxa - Fop;

if (cit<cith)
Foae = k2*min(s2,s4);

else
s5 =min(s2,s4);
Foac =k2*min(s5,Focit);

end;
else

Fop =0;
if cit<cith;
Foae =k2*min(s2,Fmoxa);

else

% Gly-bypass on

% flux from gly and ace to mal
% remaining part of Foutace

% pep drain open

% flux from oxa to pep
% remaining part of Foutoxa

% flux from oxa and ace to cit

% pep drain off
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s6 == min(s2,Fmoxa);
Foac = k2*min(s6,Focit);

end;
end;

else % Gly-bypass off
Fgam=O;
if (Phocar>O) % pep drain open

s7 = oxpe*Fmoxa;
Fop = k11 *s7;
s8 = Fmoxa - Fop;
if (cit<cith)

Foac = k2*min(Fmace,s8);
else

s9 == min(Fmace,s8);
Foac =k2*min(s9,Focit);

end;
else

Fop =0; % pep drain off
if cit<cith;

Foac = k2*min(Fmace,Fmoxa);
else

s 10 =min(Fmace,Fmoxa);
Foac =k2*min(slO,Focit);

end;
end;

end;

sys(2) =Foac;
sys(3) == Fgam;
sys(l) == Foac + Fgam + acedrain;
sys(5) =Fop;
sys(4) =Foac + Fop + oxadrain;

elseif flag == 0 % if flag = 0, return sizes of parameters and initial conditions
sys = [ 0, 0, 5,6,0, 1 ];
% sys( 1) is number of continuous states
% sys(2) is number of discrete states
% sys(3) is number of outputs
% sys(4) is number of inputs
% sys(5) is number of roots that the system has
% sys(6) is set to 1 because the system has direct feed-through
% of its inputs (see file Matlab/toolbox/simulink/blocks/sfunc.m)
xO == [];

else % only continuous state
sys =[];

end;
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Figure C.l. Simulink diagram of the normalised simulation model, described in chapter 4.



SIMULATION RESULTS

A total of 8 simulations have been done to test the simulation model described in §4.2. Table
D.l, which is exactly the same as table 4.4, shows all the settings of the simulation parameters.

Table D.I. Settings of the simulation parameters for simulation J to 8.
IXin =initial concentration ofmetabolite X (mol-dm;:I1)'

0.6

0.60.6

0.60.2

0.20.9

0.90.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

[CITlo

[MALlo

I I I! I I I

simulation ill 2 I 3 i 4 ! 5 ! 6 I 7 I 8
j----·--i---i----t----j---'---i----

[ADH]o i 0.9 0.9 0.9 i 0.2 I 0.6 ! 0.6 I 0.6 I 0.6
I I I I I I I

[ACEl ll i 0.9 0.9 I 0.9 I 0.2 I 0.6 I 0.6 I 0.6 i 0.6
I I ! I ! i

[ACOl
"

I 0.9 0.9 I 0.9 I 0.2 I 0.6 0.6 I 0.6 I 0.6
I I I ! I
: 0.9 0.9 0.9 I 0.2 I 0.6 0.6 i 0.6 I 0.6
I I I I
. 0.9 0.9 0.9 I 0.2 0.6 0.6 I 0.6 I 0.6

: I I[ I[KET]o i 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.2 0.6 0.6, 0.6 I 0.6

I [ I
[GLY]u 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.2 0.6 0.6 I 0.6 I 0.6

I .
0.6 ! 0.6

!
0.6 ! 0.6

[OXA]o

ethanol
input

(mol·s· l
)

0.9

0.3

0.9

0.3

0.9

0.3

0.2

0.3

0.6 0.6

0.3 0.25-
0.50
0.75

1.0

0.6

0.25
0.50
0.75-

1.0

0.6

0.25
0.50
0.75-

1.0

glyoxylate
bypass

off off on on on on on on

drains off on on on on on on on

integration
method

linsim linsim linsim linsim linsim linsim gear runge
kutta 5

simulation
time (s)

30 100 50 30 3D 200 200 200
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The results of simulation 1-5, 7 and 8 will be discussed in this appendix. For all figures depicted
in this appendix the graphics in the left column present the concentrations of the metabolites. The
graphics in the right column show the corresponding 1; and f o of these metabolites. For an
explanation of the abbreviations see the glossary.

In simulation 1 the glyoxylate bypass and all drains are shut off. The results are shown in figure
D.1. Ethanol provides just enough C-atoms to cover the losses caused by CO2 in the cycle. As
a result of this the summation of the concentrations of the metabolites in the TeA cycle remains
constant throughout the simulation (see §3.6 simulation 2 and the footnote).
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Figure D.l. Results ofsimulation 1.
Graphs in left column, solid line: concentration ofevery metabolite (mol' dm ~:u).

Graphs in right column, solid line: 1; ofevery metabolite; dotted line: f, ofevery
metabolite (mo['s-l'dm;,;u)'
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In simulation 2, of which the results are shown in figure 0.2, the drains are open, while the
glyoxylate bypass is still turned off. Ethanol is no longer able to cover all the losses of the TCA
cycle. This causes acetaldehyde, acetate and acetyl-CoA to accumulate, while all other
metabolites drop slowly in time. When simulation 1 and 2 are compared, it can be seen that the
drains empty the TCA cycle, causing the TCA cycle to stop after some time.
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Figure D.2. Results of simulation 2.
Graphs in leftcolumn, solid line: concentration orevery mellibolite (mol'dm~;/l)'

Graphs in right column, solid line: ~ ofevery metabolite; dotted line: f(} of every
metabolite (mol' s -I. dm ~;/l)'
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To cover the losses caused by CO2 and the drains, the glyoxylate bypass should be opened. This
is done in simulation 3. Although the concentrations of most metabolites drop in the beginning,
a steady state is reached after approximately 40s. When simulation 3 is compared with simulation
2, one can see that the glyoxylate bypass is able to compensate for the losses of the drains of the
TCA cycle. The results are shown in figure D.3.
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Figure D.3. ResuLts ofsimuLation 3.
Graphs in Left coLumn, solid Line: concentration ofeach metabolite (moL' dm~://).
Graphs in right coLumn, solid Line: J; ofevery metabolite; dotted Line: f o ofevery
metabolite ( moL· s -I. dm ;';ll).
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Two simulations, 4 and 5, have been done with different initial concentrations of th_e metabolites,
compared to simulation 3. When simulation 3, 4 and 5 are compared, they show that the steady
state values of the model do not depend on the initial concentrations of the metabolites. The
results are shown in figure D.4 and D.S.
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Figure D.4. Results ofsimulation 4.
Graphs iif left column, solid line: concentration ofeach ~etabolite (mol· dm ~;II)'
Graphs in right column, solid line: f; ofevery metabolite; dotted line: f o ofevery
metabolite (moZ·s-l·dm;;//).
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Figure D.S. Results ofsimulation 5.
Graphs in left column, solid line: concentration ofeach metabolite (mol- dm~:ll)'

Graphs in right column, solid line: J; ofevery metabolite; dotted line: f o ofevery
metabolite (mol·s-I·dm~:ll)'

To show that the steady state values do depend on the ethanol input, simulation 6 is done. This
simulation is similar to simulation 5, only the ethanol input is changed. The ethanol input of
simulation 5 remains at a constant value throughout the simulation, whereas in simulation 6 it
is increased every 50s with 0.25, starting from 0.25. The results, depicted in figure 4.2 and
discussed in §4.3, show that when the ethanol input gets above 0.5 the fluxes of the metabolites
do not increase anymore. There is not enough oxaloacetate to react with acetyl-CoA into citrate,
causing acetaldehyde, acetate and acetyl-CoA to accumulate. Apparently the glyoxylate bypass
is pinched too much, resulting in a shortage of oxaloacetate.
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Examining the oxaloacetate concentration in simulation 6 another deficiency can be seen. From
t=ls until t=13s the oxaloacetate concentration is above the maximum level. This is a result of
the if-then statement, which is used in every concentration block. Each timestep this if-then
statement detects whether a concentration is equal or above a maximum level. When in one time
step the concentration increases to the extend that it exceeds the maximum level, it is not set back
to this maximum level. Instead the concentration remains constant at too high a value until J;,
becomes larger than J; .

To check whether the choice of integration method would have an influence on this phenomenon,
simulation 7 and 8 were done. They both differ form simulation 6 only in applied integration
method. Simulation 6 is done with the linsim integration method, simulation 7 is done with the
Gear integration method and simulation 8 with the Runge-Kutta 5 integration method. From
these 3 integration methods !insim performed best and Runge-Kutta 5 worst. Nevertheless, all
three integration methods showed the unwanted effect. The results are depicted in figure D.6.
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Figure D.6. Oxaloacetate concentration calculated with the linsim, Gear and Runge-Kutta 5
integration methods.
Upper graphs, solid line: oxaloacetate concentration.
The lower graphs are an enlargement form the first 20 seconds of the upper
graphs, solid line: oxaloacetate concentration (mol·dm~;u).

From the simulations discussed in this appendix it can be concluded that:
a. The glyoxylate bypass is able to compensate for the losses caused by the drains (simulation

1,2 and 3);
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b, The steady state values of the simulation model depend only on the ethanol input (simulation
3,4 and 5);

c. Above an ethanol input of 0.5 the concentration of oxaloacetate becomes a limiting factor and
as a result of this the fluxes do not show the same increment as the ethanol flux (simulation
6);

d. Concentrations can increase above the maximum level (simulation 6);
e. Preventing the concentrations from crossing the maximum value cannot be done by choosing

another integration method, because each integration method shows this deficiency to a extend
(simulation 6, 7 and 8).



IF-THEN STATEMENT

One of the problems which resulted from the simulations done in §4.3 is the concentration
exceeding the maximum level. This is a result of the use of an if-then statement in the
determination of the maximum concentration ofa metabolite. A possible solution to this problem
will be investigated in this appendix.

E.! CONTINUOUS FUNCTION

A solution for the problem could be the design of a special function. This function should take
care that the concentration level gradually reaches a value of one, instead of exceeding it due to
the discrete nature of the if-then statement.

The if-then statement in the concentration block of a metabolite A is implemented as follows:

if { [A(t)] $ 0 and <J;(t) - fo(t» < O} or {[A(t)] ~ [A]ma. and U;Ct) - faCt» > O} (E-l)
d[A(t)]/dt =0

else d[A(t)]/dt =1;(t) - fo(t)
end.

The concentration, f/ and f,~ of metabolite A are all limited to the area [0, I]. Other values are
not valid. If f is defined as 1/minus f: ' a so-called net flux, it contains the values [-1,1]. The
concentration can be represented by a concentration vector x=[O,I] and the net flux by a flux
vector £=[-1 ,1]. Vector X and f span a surface S. With the vectors X and f, the if-then statement
of equation (E-I) can be written in the following way:

(E-2)

Tn equation (E-2) md (:5. ,f) is a discrete function which provides a multiplier md for every
coordinate of the surface S in the same way as the if-then statement would do. From equation (E
1) it can be derived that mi:s.,f) should be zero for X=[o] and £=[-1,0] and for x=[1] and f=[O,I].
For all other coordinates of surface S, mi:5.,f) has a value of one. Figure E.l gives a graphical
representation of md (:5.,J).
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Figure E.l. Values ofmultiplier m/x.,f) for every coordinate ofsurface S.

The discrete nature of the if-then statement and ofmd(x.,j) will result in the concentration
crossing the maximum level. Therefore, the discrete function mix. ,f) is replaced by a continuous
multiplier mJx.,f)' which would lead the concentration gradually to the maximum level and
thus preventing it from crossing this upper bound.

The continuous multiplier mcCx.,f) is designed in two steps. In the first step the line spanned by
f=[-I,I] and x=[-I] is considered. Figure E.2 shows mdJ(;I,j)for which a continuous function
has to be designed.
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Figure E.2. Graphical representation ofmultiplier mdJ (l ,f) for f=f-1,1].

The function shown in figure E.2 can be approximated by a tangent hyperbolic. Important is the
fact that mcJ (;I ,f) has to be zero for f=[O ... 1] and x=[ I], because only a negative flux can alter
the concentration. The function

mcJ = 0.5 + 0.5 tanh (-50f - 3) (E-3)

appears to be a suitable approximation, as shown in figure E.3.
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Figure EA shows the ideal multiplier md/O,f) and a suitable continuous multiplier mcz(O,f)
as an approximation for the line £=[-1 ... 1]. Multiplier md/O,f) and me/O,j) are shown in
figure EA.

mez = 0.5 + 0.5tanh(50f - 3) (E-4)
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Figure E.4. Upper graph: multiplier mdZ(O,[) for f=[-1 1].
Lower graph: multiplier mc/;I,f) for1=[-1 1].
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Equations (E-3) and (E-4) can be written in a more general form as

mel = a, + bl tanh ( -SOj - 3)
me2 = az + b2tanh(SOj - 3)

(E-SA)
(E-5B)

The second step in developing a continuous representation for an if-then statement consists of
designing continuous functions for the variables a" ~, ~ and q. These variables have to be
adjusted for different values of concentration X. Figure E.5 shows different functions of
multiplier mc1(~,f)and mc2(~,f)for different values of concentration x. For simplicity the
changes of mel(~,f)and mc2(~,j) are linear. These different functions are listed in table E.1.

x.hIe E.1. Different junctions ojmultiplier m.J and mr2 for different values of concentration
,

I I I
X

I f I md(~,f) X I f I mc2 (J.,f)I I_.
I t I

t----~----~·-

1 I [-1··· 1] I 0.S+0.5·tanh(-50f-3) 0 I [-1· .. 1] I 0.5+O.5·tanh(SOf-3)
I I i I

I I
1-0

I
[-1··· 1] I 0.5S+0AS·tanh(-50f-3) 0 I [-1·· 1] i 0.5S+0A5·tanh(50f-3)I I

I I I II1-20 ! [-1 ..· 1] , 0.60+0AO·tanh(-50f-3) 20 I [-1··· 1] I 0.60+0AO·tanh(SOf-3)
i I I I
I i I I

1-100 [-1··· 1] 1+O·tanh(-50f-3) 100 I [-1··· 1] I 1+0·tanh(50f-3)I
I I
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Figure E.5. Functions mel (J.,j) and me2 (~,f)for different values ofconcentration x. £5 is a
very small number.
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Table E.I shows that variable at goes from 0.5 to 1 and variable b l goes from 0.5 to 0 when the
concentration increases from 0 to 100. Variable a2 increases from 0.5 to 1 and variable.z b
decreases from 0.5 to 0 if the concentration decreases from 1 to 1-100. The values of ai' b l , ~

and b2 can be seen as minimum and maximum bounds of these variables. The variables can be
represented by continuous functions that start from the minimum bound and reach the maximum
bound fast. These continuous functions can be approximated by an exponential function. Figure
E-6 shows for each variable a suitable function. These functions are:

1 - 1
a l = exp(50x - 1)

3.81,1021 (E-6A)

b l
1

= exp(50x-l) (E-6B)
3.81'1021

1 - 1
a 2 exp(50(-x+ 1) + 1) (E-6C)

2.82'1022

b2

1 (E-6D)= exp(50( -x +1) + 1)
2.82'1022
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Figure E.6. Graphical representation ofequations (E-6A-D).
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When equations (E-6A-D), (E-5A) and (E-5B) are combined the continuous function
mc(.!,j) which can replace the if-then statement is formed. This continuous function is given in
equation (E-7) and shown in figure E.7.

m/J.,f) = mc/(J..f) + mciJ.,f);

1 - I exp(50x-1) + 1 exp(50x-l)·tanh( -50/ -3))'
3.81' 1021 3.81 '1021 (E-7)

1 - 1 exp(50( -x+ 1) + 1) + 1 exp(50( -x+ 1) + 1)' tanh (50/-3))
2.82' 1022 2.82' 1022

Figure E.7. Graphical presentation of mc<.!,f) (equQtion (£-7)).

E.2 COMPARISION BETWEEN IF-THEN STATEMENT AND
CONTINUOUS FUNCTION

The behaviour of the simulation model with the continuous function or the if-then statement has
been compared on two issues. The first issue concerns the concentration level and the second one
the required simulation time.

The if-then statement as it is used in calculating the concentration of a metabolite is exchanged
by the continuous function of equation (E-7). The implementation of the continuous function in
the simulation program becomes:

dx
dt = mc(J.,fr U; -I)

1 - 1 exp(50x-1) + 1 exp(50x-1),tanh( -501-3))' (E-8)
3.81 '1021 3.81 '10

21

1 - 1 exp(50(-x+l)+l) + 1 eXP(SO(-X+l)+l).tanhC501-3))'(f-f,)
2.82' 1022 2.82' 1022 I
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The implementation of the if-then statement is shown in §E.1. Each implementation is put in a
S-functions in Simulink. Two small simulations models were made to calculate the concentration
of a metabolite. One contained the if-then statement and the other one the continuous function.
Each simulation model has two inputs: flux in and flux out. With these simulation models it was
checked whether the calculated concentrations were equal and whether there was a difference in
required simulation time.

E.2.1 CONCENTRATION

First of all it is examined whether there is a difference in calculating the concentration. This is
done by putting the same net flux on both simulation models. The calculated concentration levels
are substracted from each other, in order to demonstrate the difference. This is shown is figure
E.8A-F for three different net fluxes. Figure E.8A, E.8C and E.8E show the net flux and
concentration level calculated with the if-then statement. Figure E.8B, E.8D an E.8F give
concentration levels calculated with the if-then statement and continuous function and
furthermore, they show the difference between these calculated concentration levels.
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time (s)

F. Simulation 3

".~
; ::

:.:~
::f1JJJEFH

B. Simulation 1
LOEBlIJ·······.
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Figure E.8. Netfluxes, concentration and difference in concentration levelsfor 3 simulations.
Graph A, C, E: solid line: concentration (mol'dm;lLl); dotted line: net flux
(mol·s·1). . -

Upper graph ofB, D, F: concentration calculated with continuous function.
Lower graph ofB, D, F: concentration ofif-then statement minus concentration
ofcontinuous function.
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Figure E.8 shows that there is no difference in calcutated concentration when the concentration
is at the maximum or minimum level. If the net flux is changing and the concentration is
somewhere between the upper and lower bound there is a difference in calculated concentration.
Both the lower graphs of figure E.8B and E.8D show a spike and a platform, whereas the lower
graph of figure E.8F only shows a platform. Figure E.9 shows a contourplot of simulation 1 and
2.

0.5

: simul~tion 1 : ..• ,.,'. .. .; ., .. ," .
.................: :: : ,

~ 0
m:p.2 .••••••.

I-m:O.4 .
.0.5 I-'-m:O.6 . . . . . .. .: .,' ••., ,." .

I--ril:O.8 .... ", ........
'.0. 0 ,1 .0 .0,···0 "

·1UJ..U..L...........1._......I-_..........--l.._............--L_--L.._~........L_-"

o 0.1 02 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
concentration x

: simul~tion 2 :

0.5···· ,,_.. _._~_".:~~';.~'..'.:.;:. ; ;.~; ; ~ :" ~ ..

~ 0
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.1 Lil1.LL...........1._......I-_.L....-.......L.._..J...----'_--I...._~__'__-"

o 0.1 02 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
concentration x

Figure E.9 Contourplots ofsimulation 1 and 2.
Both graphs: solid line: contourlines of multiplier m, each line shows an
increment of0.2; dotted line: trajectory ofconcentration x andfluxf

With the upper graph in figure E.9 the difference in calculated concentration for simulation 1 can
be explained. Each period of the flux, starting at f=-l (see figure E.8A) the trajectory follows the
path from (x,f) is (0,0), (l,0.8), (l, 1), (l,0), (0,-0.8) to (0,-1). The platform, shown in the lower
graphs of figure E.8B, E.8D and E.8F occurs after (x,f) = (0,0). In this case the if-then statement
reaches value one in just one step, whereas multiplier mc(;x,f) needs more time to reach value
one. The same happens when concentration x approaches value one. Multiplier mc(;X,J) then
decreases compared to the if-then statement. The difference in this case is even larger, causing
the spike. The magnitude of the spike is larger than the magnitude of the platform because of the
difference in density of the contourlines for (x,f)=(O,O ... 0.1) and (1,0.9 ... 1). In other words, the
tangent hyperbolic part of equation (E-7) reaches one faster than the exponential part.
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The fact that the difference in calculated concentration for simulation 2 is larger than for
simulation 1 can be explained with figure E.I O. The simulations are done with fixed time steps
of 0.05 s. Figure E.lO makes clear that simultion 2 needs 10 steps to go from (x,D =(0,0.04) and
cross the contourline mc=O.8. Simulation 1 does this in 6 steps. This results in a faster increasing
multiplier mc(,!,f) for simulation 1, making the difference in calculated concentration smaller
than in the case of simulation 2.

0.12
. sim.1 sim.2

0.1

o

-0.02

m=O.2 m=O.4 111=0.6 111=0.8

-0.04'----'----'-'--'----l-----L.-'----'---'-'------''-----'--'----'
o 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05

concentration x

Figure E.I0. ContourpLot ofmuLtiplier me (,! ,f) and the trajectories ofsimuLation 1 and 2.
Solid Lines: contourlines, each line shows an increment of 0.2; dotted Lines:
trajectory ojconcentration x andflux f ofsimuLation 1 and 2.

The difference in calculated concentration of figure E.8F is explained with figure E.II.
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Figure E.ll. Contourplot ofsimulation 3.
Solid line: contourlines ofmultiplier mc(;r,j), each line shows an increment of
0.2.
Broken line: trajectory ofconcentration x and flux f

In figure E.II the trajectory turnes clockwise in time. When concentration x increases from 0
to 0.5 multiplier mc(;r,j) reaches value one faster than in the situation where x decreases from
0.5 to O. As a result of this an ever increasing concentration is calculated with the continuous
function, making the difference in calculated concentration larger each period of flux f.

E.2.2 REQUIRED SIMULATION TIME

The two simulation models were also used to check whether there was a difference in required
simulation time between the continuous function and the if-then statement. The parameters which
could influence the simulation time are minimum and max.imum stepsize and tolerance. For
different maximum and minimum stepsize and different tolerance, the required simulation time
when the net flux is oscillating is given in table E.!.
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Table E.!. Re uired simulation time with an oscillatin
. .'- I

simulatio : minimum i maximum i tolerance I if-then i continuous
n I stepsize 1 stepsize I i statement I function

______---1. -----.---------r------------+-------
1 : 0.01 : 0.01 I 1e-8 : 27 s i 41 s

I I I I

2 : 0.01 : 1e-8 : 2 s : 8s
I I I I

3 I 0.00 I I 0.1 1e-8 I 4s I 9 s
I I I i

4 I 0.001 I 1 1e-8: 2 s 8 s
! I

5 0.001 1e-6 I 2 s 7 s
I

6 0.001 1e-4 I 2 s 4 s
I
I7 0.001 1e-1O I 4 s 17 s
I

8 0.001 Ie-I5 I 17 s 110 s
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Table E.2 shows that in all simulations the continuous function is slower than the if-then
statement. Simulation 1 shows that for a fixed stepsize the continuous function is almost once
as slow as the if-then statement. This is due to the number of calculations which have to be made
in the continuous function. Simulation I and 2 show that increasing the maximum stepsizc the
if-then statement becomes almost 14 times faster, whereas the simulation time for the continuous
function is reduced by a factor 5. A tenfold smaller minimum stepsize (simulation 2 and 4) has
no effect on the required simulation time.
When the tolerance is reduced (simulation 4,5 and 6) the continuous function becomes faster,
whereas the tolerance is increased (simulation 4, 7 and 8) the continuous function slows down
more than the if-then statement.

E.3 CONCLUSIONS

The difference in calculated concentration for the if-then statement and the continuous function
is only zero when the concentration is constant in time. When there is no steady state, i.e. the net
flux has a slope larger than zero, a difference in calculated concentration occurs. This is due to
the fact that the continuous function needs a number of steps to reach value zero or one. The
worst case appears when the net flux is oscillating and the concentration does not reach the
maximum level. In this case the difference between the if-then statement and the continuous
function reveals a strange course: the deviation starts off with a positive value and ends with a
significantly negative value.

It has been checked whether the requird time for a simulation depends on minimum or maximum
stepsize or tolerance. The results show that they all influence the simulation time. In all cases a
simulation with the continuous function needed more time. It differed from twice as much when
the minimum and maximum stepsize are equal to eleven times as much when the minimum and
maximum stepsize were different and the tolerance was very small.
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The above results show that the if-then statement can not be replaced by the continuous function,
given in equation (E-7). Not only is the required time for a simulation with the continuous
function larger, also the deviations, which occur at an oscillating net flux and a concentration
level which does not reach a maximum, are unacceptable.



LISTING OF MINXY, TCAMIN AND WINDOW

For the minimisation procedure described in chapter 4, one matlab routine, named MINXY, and
two matlab functions, named MINTCA and WINDOW, were written. The function MINTCA
runs a simulation and determines concentrations and fluxes of all metabolites for a given value
of exponent x and y. The function WINDOW takes that part of the acetyl-CoA and oxaloacetate
concentration vector for which the sum of squares (SSQ) has to be determined and calculates it.
This sum of squares is passed on to the routine MINXY, where new values for x and y are
calculated. These new values of x and y are passed on to MINTCA to run another simulation.
The WINDOW function is written to be able to leave out transient states in the minimisation
procedure. During transient states, the concentration of acetyl-CoA and oxaloacetate can differ
to such an extend that it would have too big an influence on the minimisation results.

LISTING OF MINXY

% name: minxy.m
% minimalise x and y of ikigs33.m in tcasys33.m
% first run initca33 and fiteth3 in matlab workspace
% write in workspace global x y fid;
% fid=fopenCOI0496-l.txt','wt');
% x= ;
% y= ;

xzO=[x y] % initial values for x and y;

options(3) =[0.01];
options( 16)=[0.001];
options(l7)=[0.1];
options(l8)=[0.1];

% termination tolerance on F
% minimum change in variables for fin.diff.grad.
% maximum change in variables for fin.diff.grad.
% steplength

fprintf(fid,'size(e) x y sum of squares \n');

xy=leastsqCmintca',xyO,options);

pl=[x];
p2=[y];
fprintf(fid,'ready \0');
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fprintf(fid,'c1 =%f.\n',p1);
fprintf(fid,'c2 =%f.\n',p2);
fcloseC all');

dispCready');
xy=[x y]

LISTING OF MINTCA

Appendix F

function y=mintca(xy)
% MINTCA minimalises xy=[x,y] of ikigsmin.m
% goes with tcasymin.m
% is used in minxy.m

global c 1 c2 fid;
x=xy(:,1);
y=xy(:,2);

options(2)=[ 1]; % minimum stepsize
options(3)=[1]~ % maximum step,l;ize
options(6)=[2]; % plot parameter off

linsimCtcasys31',2400,[],options);
load oxaloace;
load acetyl;

% acetyl window
ACE=window(50,2390,acetyl');

% oxaloacetate window
OXA=window(50,2390,oxaloace');

e=OXA(:,2)-ACE(:,2);
y=e;
sosq=e'*e;

p=[size(e) x y sosq];
q=[x y sosq]

fprintf(fid,'%4.0f %2.0f % lOAf % 1OAf %1O.6t\n',p);

LISTING OF WINDOW

function y=window(b,e,x);
% WINDOW puts a window over x':
% b<= window < e.
% band e refer to values of the first column of x'.



g=find(x(:,l»e);
n=size(g);

X=flipud(x);
X(l :n(:,1 ),: )=[];
x=f1ipud(X);

g=find(x(:,l )<b);
n=size(g);

x(l:n(:,l),:)=[];
y=x;
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LISTING OF ALTERED CONCENTRATION
BLOCK, FLUX BLOCK AND REACTION BLOCK
AND SIMULINK DIAGRAM OF DENORMALISED
SIMULATION MODEL

LISTING OF ALTERED ACETYL-CoA CONCENTRATION BLOCK

function [sys,xO] = aco(t,x,u,flag,acoh,xOAco,Acecar,kaco)
% ACO.m calculates the concentration of acetyl-CoA,

% u(l) = flux in;
% u(2) = flux out;
% xOAco = initial concentration of acetyl;
% x = [acetyl-CoAl;
% Kaco = rate constant of acetyl-CoA;
% Acecar = acetyl-CoA carboxylase enzyme for
% amino acids and lipids drain form acetyl-CoA;
% acoh = maximum concentration of acetyl-CoA;

%y(l) =x;
% y(2) = acetyl drain to amino acids and lipids

if abs(flag) == 1 % xdot
if «x<=O)&«u( I )-u(2)-kaco*x*Acecar)<O»I«x>=acoh)&«u(1)-u(2)-kaco*x*Acecar»O»

sys(l) = 0;
else

sys(l) = u(l) - u(2) - kaco*x*Acecar;
end;

elseif flag == 3 % output
sys(l) = x;
sys(2) = kaco*x*Acecar; % acetyl drain

elseif flag == 0
sys = [ 1,0, 2, 2, 0, 0];

% return sizes of parameters and initial conditions
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% sys(l) is number of continuous states
-% sys(2) is number of discrete states
% sys(3) is number of outputs
% sys(4) is number of inputs
% sys(5) is number of roots that the system has
% sys(6) is set to °because the system has no direct feed-through
% of its inputs (see file MatIab/toolbox/simulinklblocks/sfunc.m)

xo = [xOAco];
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else
sys = [ ];

end;

% only continuous states

LISTING OF ALTERED ACETYL-CoA FLUX BLOCK

function[sys,xO] = acoflux(t,x,u,flag,kaco)
% ACOFLUX determines the flux out of the acetyl vessel,

% u = [acetyl-CoAl;
% y = flux-out;

if abs(flag) == 1
sys = [];

elseif flag == 3
sys = kaco*u;

elseif flag ==°
sys=[O,O, 1, 1,0, 1];
xO =[];

else
sys = [ ];

end;

% xdot

% output

% return sizes of parameters and initial conditions

% only continuous states

LISTING OF ALTERED'ACETYL-COA + GLYOXYLATE - MALATE / ACETYL-COA
+ OXALOACETATE - CITRATE' REACTION BLOCK

function [sys, xO] = oacgam(t,x,u,flag,cith,Malsyn)
% OACGAM performes two chemical reactions:
% acetyl CoA + oxaloacetate -> citrate,
% acetyl CoA + glyoxylate -> malate and

% u(1) = maximum flux out of acetyl vessel
% u(2) = maximum flux out of oxaloacetate vessel
% u(3) = flux-out of citrate vessel

= Fmace;
= Fmoxa;
= Focit;
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=cit;
= Fmgly;

% u(4) =[citrate]
% u(5) =maximum flux out of glyoxylate vessel
% y(l) = flux out of acetyl vessel;
% y(2) =flux into the citrate vessel and flux out of oxaloacetate vessel;
% y(3) =flux into malate vessel and out of glyoxylate vessel;
% cith =maximum concentration of citrate;
% Malsyn =malate synthase, enzyme of reaction ACE + GLY -+ MAL;

if abs(flag) == I % if flag = 1, return state derivatives xdot
sys =[];

elseif flag == 3 % if flag =3, return output y
Fmace =u(l);
Fmoxa =u(2);
Focit =u(3);
cit =u(4);
Fmgly = u(5);

% the reaction ace + gly -> mal has priority
if (Malsyn>O) % Gly-bypass on
Fgam =min(Fmace,Fmgly); % flux from gly and ace to mal
s I =Fmace - Fgam; % remaining part of Foutace
if (cit<cith)

Foac = min(sl,Fmoxa); % flux from oxa and ace to cit
else

s2 = min(sl,Fmoxa);
Foac = min(s2,Focit);

end;
else % Gly-bypass off

Fgam =0;
if (cit<cith)

Foac =min(Fmace,Fmoxa);
else

s3 =min(Fmace,Fmoxa);
Foac = min(s3,Focit);

end;
end;

sys(l) =Foac + Fgam;
sys(2) =Foac;
sys(3) = Fgam;

elseif flag == 0 % if flag =0, return sizes of parameters and initial conditions
sys = [ 0, 0, 3, 5, 0, 1 ];
xO = [];

else % only continuous state
sys =[];

end;
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Figure G.t. Simulink diagram of the denormalised simulation model, described in chapter
5.
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SAMENVATTING

Ben simulatiemodel van de citroenzuurcyclus en de glyoxylaat oypas-s is ontwikkeld. Met dit
model kunnen de concentratie van een metaboliet en de hoeveelheid van deze metaboliet die per
tijdseenheid wordt omgezet, berekend worden. Dit simulatiemodel kan gebruikt worden als
hulpmiddel bij het onderzoek naar de oorzaak van een autonome, metabole osciIlatie die
voorkomt in een continue cultuur van de gist Saccharomyces cerevisiae gevoed met ethanol.

Het simulatiemodel bestaat uit 3 versehillende bouwstenen; een concentratieblok voor elke
metaboliet, een fluxblok voor elke metaboliet en een reactieblok voor elke reaktie. In het
coneentratieblok wordt de verandering in de concentratie berekend als het verschil van de
hoeveelheid van de metaboliet die per tijdseenheid gegenereerd wordt (aangeduid met fluxin) en
de hoeveelheid van deze metaboliet die per tijdseenheid verdwijnt (aangeduid met fluxuit)' Het
flux blok bepaalt de flux uit van een metaboliet als het produkt van de reaktiekonstante en de
coneentratie van de betreffende metaboliet. Een reactieblok bevat de stolchiometrie van een
reaktie. De grootte van de flux die de glyoxylaat bypass in gaat, wordt bepaald aan de hand van
een zogenaamde fluxdistributiefunktie in het betreffende reaktieblok. Deze fluxdistributie-funktie
bevat de negatieve terugkoppeling van twee metabolieten.

Met de beschreven bouwstenen is het mogelijk om een simulatiemodel van een eyclische
metabole route te maken. Het is getest of het simulatiemodel gefit kan worden op experimentele
data. De experimentele data die beschikbaar was bestond uit een oscillerende ethanol flux die de
eel in gaat, een osciIlerende acetaat concentratie en een oscillerende CO2 produktie. Er zijn
verschillende simulaties gedaan om te bepalen of het simulatiemodel dezelfde amplitude en
faseverschuiving kon produceren als aanwezig in de experimentele data. De amplitude van de
gesimuleerde acetaat concentratie is gelijk te !aijgen aan de amplitude van de experimentele
acetaat concentratie door de reaktiekonstante te varieren. De faseverschuiving tussen de
experimentele ethanol flux en de experimentele acetaat coneentratie kon niet worden
gesimuleerd. Deze faseverschuiving zou dan ook veroorzaakt kunnen worden door het feit dat
ethanol de eel in moet. Het simuleren van de amplitude van de CO2 produktie is gecompliceerder,
omdat de CO2 produktie niet aIleen afhangt van diverse fluxen, maar ook van de
fluxdistributiefunkties van de glyoxylaat bypass en de ethanol input. Om de simulatie van de CO2

produktie goed te krijgen is additionele experimentele data nodig.
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